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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Student nurses are generally required to take a 

course in chemistry as part of their nursing education. 

Students enter this course with significant differences in 

preparation and ability. At one extreme are the more able 

students with excellent preparation in chemistry, and at 

the other extreme are the Less able students with very 

Limited preparation. Tire result of this situation is that 

many more students than necessary are either unable to 

master the necessary chemical concepts or are not challenged 

by the course as they should be.

The method of instruction that is most often used 

in teaching chemistry to student nurses is the lecture.

Using this method often makes it difficult to adjust 

curriculum materials to meet individual needs or to provide 

individual help to students. A more flexible method is 

needed so that a greater number of students will benefit 

from the course in chemistry.

Although various types of individualized instruction 

have been proposed by many persons, relatively few real - ,

experimental studies have compared such methods to the !
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more traditional Lecture method. No studies have been 

reported in which instruction in chemistry for student nurses 

was individualized and then compared to the lecture approach. 

The problem is to determine if an individualized approach 

can be used in a chemistry course for student nurses 

without sacrificing' academic achievement.

Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of this study was to determine 

if tlie academic achievement of a class of freshman student 

nurses taking chemistry would be affected by using a tech

nique of individualized instruction which utilized a learning 

guide and small group discussion. Possible effects were 

determined by comparing this class with one taught by the 

traditional lecture method.

A second purpose of this study was to determine if 

the use of this method of individualized instruction would 

affect students' attitude toward chemistry when compared 

witii the attitude of students taught by the lecture method.

background of the Study

Lndividualized instruction has long been recognized 

as an important pai’t of education. Educators today consider 

the individualization of instruction to be a necessary goal 

of the educational process. Current literature is 

encouraging the development of programs and techniques of 

instruction that will provide for the varied learning needs 

of the individual students.
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For the past three years the author has tried to 

individualize instruction in his chemistry course for fresh

man student nurses. After using the conventional lecture 

approach along with ability grouping in the laboratory, he 

tried to use a combination of lecture and self-study.

Students worked through a teacher-prepared learning guide 

at assigtied times and attended a reduced number of lectures. 

Doth required and optioiml learning materials were provided.

Students seemed to react very favorably to this method 

of 1earning chemistry. They particularly liked having 

greater interaction among members of the class as they 

worked on the learning guide, having the instructor available 

in an informal setting to help with special problems, and 

having essential and optional material differentiated.

No obvious differences appeared in academic achieve

ment in chemistry using the two methods. Student attitude 

towai'd the experimental method, however, seemed more 

favorable. Because this was not a controlled experimental 

study, the author decided to refine the method and compare 

it to the previously used lecture method.

Design of the Study

A method of individualized instruction which utilized 

a learning guide and group discussion was compared to the 

lecture method of teaching chemistry. The experiment was 

conducted in the normal lecture portion of a twelve week
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chemistry course i'or freshman student nurses, involving two 

hours per week. The laboratory portion of the course was 

not included in the experiment. Students were assigned 

randomly to the treatment group. Additional aspects of the 

study are enumerated below.

1. Control Group. The method of instruction used 

with the control group was the lecture. The role of the 

inst ructor’ in the control group was to: (l) explain concepts 

and principles of chemistry by means of the lecture, (2) 

answer questions from the class as they arose, and (3) make 

available resource materials that would be appropriate for 

learners of different abilities. Students in the control 

group met for two one-hour lectures each week.

2. Treatment Group. The method of instruction 

used with the treatment group was individualized instruction 

witli group discussion. Students in the treatment group 

worked individually through a teacher-prepared learning 

guide during a weekly two-hour work session. The learning 

guide contained written expianations of chemical principles 

and concepts, questions to be answered and problems to be 

solved. A11 example of a unit from the learning guide appears 

in Appendix A.

The learning guide consisted of two parts. The 

first part was required of all students, and knowledge of 

this material was necessary for C-level achievement. The 

first part also included reference to review materials which
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cou l.il hi« used by students with poor chemistry backgrounds.

The second part oi' the guide was optional, and contained 

learning- materials l'or those students who could master the 

required material quickly. In the second part certain 

aspects o±' the general topic that were taken up in the first 

pai’t could be studied in greater depth. Some knowledge of 

this material was expected of A and B students.

All students in the treatment group received both 

parts of the learning guide. Students worked in heterogeneous 

small groups of four or five members on the learning guide 

for approximately the first one hour and thirty minutes of 

the two-hour session. During this time the students worked 

individually, but were also expected to help students in 

their group who were having difficulty. The heterogeneous 

groups were set up so that stronger students could give 

assistance to weaker students when it was needed. At the 

end of the one hour and thirty minute session, students 

broke up into homogeneous small groups for discussions of 

the topic that they wore studying. A discussion leader 

for each group was chosen by the instructor each week. The 

purpose of the discussion was to clarify any concepts still 

not understood. The instructor had prepared lists of ques

tions which the students could use to assess their knowledge 

of the subject. The length of time involved in this discussion 

varied with the knowledge and ability of the students in the 

particular group. When the discussion was completed, the
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students continued to work on the learning guide. After the 

required work way completed satisfactorily, students began 

working; on the optional, materials.

Students kept the learning guide with them and were 

able to study on their own after the two-hour class was over.

A key, with the correct answers to questions and solutions 

to problems, was available to the students in the library 

tit the end of each week.

The role of the instructor in the treatment group was 

to assist students us they worked through the learning guide 

and as they assessed their progress in the discussion sessions. 

The instructor was present during the entire two-hour 

session to assist students, but he did not lecture to the 

treatment group.

3. Both groups were taught by the same instructor.

b . Both the treatment and control groups received

the same List of questions to assess their knowledge of the

required and optional materials. The treatment group used 

these in ox’ganized discussion groups and the control group 

used these on their own. Correct answers to the questions 

were posted at the end of each week. An example of the 

Assessment Questions appears in the sample unit in Appendix A.

5. Each week the two groups received the same list

of topics to be studied along with specific references for 

each topic. An example of a list of topics is also included 

in the sample unit in Appendix A.
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6 . Both groups had material differentiated into that 

which was required (for C-level achievement) and that which 

was optional (required for A and B-level achievement). The 

treatment group received this material from the learning 

guide and the control group received this material from the

l ee I 11 res .

7. Each week both groups received the same list of 

objectives which were related to the topic being studied 

(see Appendix A).

Limitations of the Study

The population of the study was limited to the fresh

man student nurses taking chemistry at Evanston Hospital 

School of Nursing (Evanston, Illinois) during the 1970-1971 

school year.

The study was limited to the use of the following 

instruments: (1) the SCAT test, used to measure general

intelligence; (2 ) the Cooperative Science Test in Chemistry 

and the teacher-made tests, used to measure the students' 

achievement in-chemistry; and (3) the Scale to Measure 

Attitude Toward Any School Subject, used to measure the 

students' attitude toward chemistry. The attitude test is 

round j.11 Appendix I).

importance of the Study

This study provides additional information regarding 

the possibility of using individualized instruction
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effectively as a means of teaching a group of students of 

heterogeneous ability or background in the same course.

More specifically, the study provides information 

regarding the value of this particular method of individualized 

instruction in a chemistry course for freshman student 

nurses.

Organization of the Study

Chapter 11 is a review of related literature.

Chapter 1.1.1 describes the selection of students for the 

groups and the methods that were used to collect the data. 

Chapter IV is an analysis of the data, and Chapter V gives 

a summary of the study and presents the conclusions of the 

study and recommendations for further study.
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CHAPTER IX

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature pertinent to this study 

is divided into four sections. In the first section, 

several general articles which discuss the value of 

individualized instruction and techniques by which Instruction 

can he individualized are summarized. In the second section, 

specific studies which compare the effects of individualized 

instruction to more traditional methods are discussed. In 

the third section, studies related to group work and group 

discussion are reviewed. In the fourth section, studies 

related to student interest fire examined.

GENERAL ARTICLES

Individualized instruction in the educational process 

lias been promoted by a number of authors. For example, Glaser 

has stated: "Students must be taught and must be provided

with appropriate instructional materials so that they acquire
1increasing competence in self-directed, self-paced learning."

^Robert Glaser, The Education of Individuals 
(Learning Research and Development Center, University of 
Pittsburg, September, 1966), p. 6 .

9
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Glaser has also stated: "...a system of individualized

instruction nurtures independent Learning and, as a result,

lias the potential for producing individuals who are self-
2resourceful and self-appraising learners." llowe, too,

promoted individualized instruction when he stated: "In the

last analysis, learning is something that everybody does for

himself, building on his abilities and motivations. We need

more individualized instruction throughout the entire

educa tional sys tem--idea.L ly, each student should have his

own porsojuil track.

Zahorik explained the purpose of individualized

instruction when lie stated: "Individualization deals with

individuality. Its purpose is to recognize, enhance, and

develop individuality. It is to help individual children

to grow in individual ways, to become what they might become,

to extend their vision and promise. The goal of individuali
zezation is to make unique persons more unique." DeHaan and

Doll expressed a similar idea when they said:

Unquestionably, increased individual responsibility 
and commitment are needed in our society. In order 
that learners may become increasingly responsible and 
committed, their potential as individuals must be 
discovered, developed and released...

"Ibid., p. 2. 
aHarold Howe II, "On Libraries and Learning,"

Library Journal. 92:8hh, February 15» 1967.
LiJohn A. Zahorik, "Individual Instruction and Group 

Instruction: A Case Study," Journal of Educational Research,
62:!lr)Lt, July-August, iy69.
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We...consider the chief object of individualization 
to be the release of potential in the individual 
learner, i.e., ...potential which is useful both to the 
learner and to the society in which he lives.5

Tlu; use of {jroup discussion and group work in conjunc

tion with individualized instruction has been promoted by 

several authors. Ueggs, for example, sees small group

discussion as a means of adapting instruction to the

individual.^ Druinheller has promoted the use of group work

and group discussion for its value in satisfying the social

needs of the student. He also sees group work and group

discussion as opportunities to refine concepts of the
7xndividun l.ized work. He says:

When instruction is individualized through the 
use of programmed texts, teaching machines, work books 
anti the like, the social dimension of learning is reduced. 
The learner works his way through the maze of pro
grammed questions at his own pace. He often finds that 
he is pursuing concepts as yet not familiar to his 
classmates, or concepts which his classmates have 
already explored. Some learners can thrive on such 
isolation, but others yearn for social contacts which 
will give a new dimension to their private verbal 
capsuled experiences.^

5'Robert F. DeHaan and Ronald C. Doll, "Individuali
zation and Human Potential," Individualizing Instruction 
(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 
National Education Association, 1964), p. 13*

^David W. Deggs (ed.), Team Teaching: Bold New 
Venture (Indianapolis: United College Press, Inc., 1964),

36.
7Sidney J. Drumheller, "Using Group Work in

Developing Functional Concepts in an Individualized Instruc
tion Setting," Journal of Secondary Education. 45:230, May, 
1970.

^Ibid.
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Druntheller has identified the following four reasons 

for building social interactions into any individualized 

instruction program:
1. Motivate and reinforce Learning.

2. Provide for corrective feedback as concepts 
develop.

'5. Provide an opportunity for open-ended responses.

'I . Provide for a variety of perspectives on a
concept including those related to age, region, 
culture, etc.9

The individualization of instruction is not a new 

concept. There have been many attempts to adapt instruction 

to the needs of the individual learner in American education.

In 1932, The National Survey of Secondary Education showed 

that individual differences were being taken care of in more 

than 1 I,000 high schools by means of homogeneous grouping, 

special classes and "unit assignments" typical of the Dalton, 

Winnetka and Morrison Plans. Other techniques included 

probiem-metliod and pro jec t-method teaching.^ In 19 j6 , 

llurap reported that ability grouping was the most common 

method of individualizing teaching in the elementary schools. 

Other techniques that were used at the same time included 

the preparation of special courses of study for retarded

9Ibid., p. 237.
10Roy 0. Billett, Provisions for Individual Differences, 

Marking and Promotion. National Survey of Education, Monograph 
13 (Washington,D.C.: United States Government Printing
Office, 1933), P. **15.
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children, the development oi' remedial programs and the

development and use of auto-instructional materials in the
1 1form of workbooks and individual assignment sheets.

These initial, attempts to individualize instruction 

through various kinds of grouping arrangements have been fol

lowed by other techniques. Team teaching as a means of

individualizing instruction was developed in the Franklin
1 2School in Lexington, Massachusetts. The use of teaching

teams made possible a variety of grouping arrangements of

students. These various grouping arrangements could be

used to adjust for individual differences.

Programmed instruction has also been used as a means

of individualizing instruction. Lumsdaine and Glaser have

provided a review of teaching machines and programmed
1 3instruction techniques used prior to 1960. The value of 

programmed instruction as a means of individualizing instruc

tion is that it allows the students to work on their own 

and at their own pace.

1 ̂ lenry llax’ap, "Differentiation of Curriculum 
Practices and Instruction in Elementary Schools," The 
Grouping of Pupils, National Society for the Study of 
Education, Thirty-fifth Yearbook, Part 1 (Chicago: The
Society, 193k) » PP* 161-172.

I 2Robert II. Anderson, Ellis A. llagstrom, and Wade 
M. Robinson, "Team Teaching in an Elementary School,"
School Review. 5^:71-8/|, Spring, i960.

*^A. M. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser (eds.), Teaching 
Machines and Programmed Learning: A Source Book, (Washington
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, National Education 
Association, 1960).
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l-oarning packages have been developed recently and 

are becoming a popular means of' individualizing instruction. 

Jones, iu a general article, reviewed the characteristics 

ol three types of Learning packages: Teaching Learning
1 hUnits, UNIPACS, and Learning Activity Packages. These

are examp Les oJ‘ written seif-insti’uctional units which guide

each individual learner toward specil'ic behavioral objectives.

The newest development in the individualization of

instruction is the use ol’ the computer to assist and manage

instruction. Two general articles explain the uses of

computer’s in education. In the first, Suppes states:

The computer makes the individualization of 
instruction easier because it can be programmed to 
follow each student's history of learning successes 
and failures and to use his past performance as a 
basis for selecting the new problems and new concepts 
to which he should be exposed next. ^

hi the second article, Cooley and Glaser have out

lined a general model of individualized instruction .and have

explained how the computer can be used to assist in the
16implementation of the general instructional model.

1 4Richard V. Jones, Jr., "Learning Activity Packages:
An Approach to Individualized Instruction," Journal of 
Secondary Education, Jl3s179, April, 1968.

I 5Patrick Suppes, "The Uses of Computers in Education," 
Scientific American. 2 I 3 :206-220, September, 1966.

W. Cooley and Robert Glaser, "The Computer and 
Individualized Instruction," Science. 166:57^-582, October
3 1 , 1969.
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The model eon tains these parts:

I . Goals ol’ learning are specified in terms of 
observable student behavior.

2. Student capabilities are assessed at the 
beginning of the instruction.

'5. Alternatives lor learning that are suitable to 
the student are presented to him to make a 
choice as they are assigned.

. Student performance is continuously assessed 
during the learning.

5. Instruction proceeds as a function of the 
relationship between measures of student 
performance, available instructional 
alternatives, and criteria of competence.

(>. As instruction proceeds, data are generated
Cor monitoring find improving the instructional 
system. ̂ 7

SPECIFIC STUDIES

Dutton reported a study in which he used programmed 

materials to individualize Instruction for fourth grade
1 sstudents. He found that when students were taught the 

concepts of sound, heat, and light by programed materials 

they had a significantly greater achievement when compared 

with students taught in the conventional way. Dutton admitted 

the possible effect of the teachers1 enthusiasm for the 

programmed materials in the experimental groups.

l7Ibid., p. 575.
I 8Sherman Sumpter Dutton, "An Experimental Study in 

the Programming of Science Instruction for the Fourth Grade," 
Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts, 2^:2382, December, 1963.
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Two studies have been reported which attempted to

evaluate the effects of computer assisted instruction (CAl)

on student achievement. The first of these was done at
1 9the Urentwood School in California. Half of the first- 

grade students taking part in this experiment received reading 

instruction by means of CAI. The other half of the students 

received traditional instruction in reading. To reduce 

possible Hawthorne effects, the control group received math 

instruction by CAl. The I'osults of the study showed that 

the students in the experimental group performed significantly 

be iter on all posttest measures but the comprehension subtest 

of the California Achievement Test. Students were not 

significantly different at the beginning of the experiment 

on any protest measures. It should be noted that the 

students taking part in this experiment were below average 

in general academic ability, having an average I.Q. of 89.

The second study involving CAI was reported by
20Cast I eberry, Montague, and Lagowski. The .authors developed

ami evaluated computer programs for use in an introductory 

co.Lleg-e chemistry course. The programs included tutorial- 

dri 1.1 modules and experiment-simulation modules. The 

achievement of a group of students who used these modules

19R. C. Atkinson, American Psychologist. 2^:225, 1968.

J. Castleberry, E. J. Montague, and J. J. 
Lagowski, "Computer-Based Teaching Techniques in General 
Chemistry," Journal of Research in Science Teaching,
7:197-208, 1970.
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as a supplement to their regular chemistry instruction was 

compared to Lhat of a control group who received only the 

regular instruction. Doth the treatment and control groups 

were chosen I’rom a group oi’ students who had volunteered for 

the compute** assisted instruction. The results of the study 

showed that the CAl programs had a significant effect on 

achievement. The authors warned, however, that several 

confounding factors may have influenced the results. These 

factors include some low test reliability and questions of 

validity. It does appear, though, that at the level of 

significance achieved (.003), the modules were a useful 

study aid for students taking beginning college chemistry.

Grant individualized instruction by allowing students

to help in the planning of goals and procedures in the 
21classroom. Students worked at their own rates without

being- held back or pushed ahead to keep up. The achievement 

cf students in the individualized group was compared to 

that of a traditional group and an Intermediate group which 

had characteristics of both. Test results did not show 

differences large enough to reject the hypothesis of no 

d Lf.foroiioes among- the groups.

O'Toole attempted to determine the comparative 

effects of an individualized instruction approach and a

21 Jettye Fern Grant, "A Longitudinal Program of 
Individualized Instruction in Grades 4, 5» and 6 ,"
Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts, 25:2882, September,
1 964 .
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teacher centered approach on the achievement of problem-
22solving skills, science interest, and self concept.

Lessons for the individualized group were adapted from

Science— A Process Approach. Three groups of fifth grade

pupils were used in the study. The results showed no

differences between the individualized instruction group

and two teacher-centered groups on measures of science

interest-, knowledge of content, or self concept. Significant

increases at the .01 level of significance were reported

for the treatment group on measures of selected problem

solving abilities and the ability to identify hypotheses.

Learning packages were used in an individualized

program of study for Junior High School science, math,
21language arts, and social studies. Achievement of students 

using the individualized approach was compared with that of 

students being taught in a traditional way. Students 

proceeded through self-instructional 3e arning packages at 

their own rates, using a variety of materials that were 

placed at their disposal. Significantly greater achievement 

was reported by Sinks in math, social studies, and writing,

MO'‘'Raymond Joseph O'Toole, "A Study to Determine 
Whether Fifth Grade Children can Learn Certain Selected 
Problem Solving Abilities Through Individualized Instruction. 
(Research Study Number 1)," Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts,
27:378 1, May, 1967.

2 3Thomas A. Sinks, "How Individualized Instruction 
in Junior High School Science, Mathematics, Language Arts, 
and Social Studies Affects Student Achievement," Illinois 
School Research. 5:5~12, May, 1969*
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but not in science. The author suggests that this may have 

been due to the i'act that the science instruction lasted only 

one semester instead of two semesters as the others did.

Not enough time passed for significant differences to appear.

Another study re luted to self-instructional units
;diwas reported by Hass. lie developed a series of self-

.instructional units for use in physical science courses

according to psychological sequences identified by Piaget.

Eacli unit was meant to Lead a student from his actions with

physical equipment to the formulation of a mathematical

equation. The units were evaluated by determining the extent

to which ninth graile physical science students attained the

stated objectives. No comparison group was used in this

study. It was concluded, however, that the evaluation as

performed indicated tlia I, the units were successful in

assisting; students to attain the objectives.

Richard arid Sund reported a study in which several
25aspects of individualized instruction were investigated.

First, they determined the feasibility of the continuous 

progress pLun versus the individualized unit approach to 

individualized instruction. ("The continuous progress plan

:'hvloel Eugene Hass, "The Development and Evaluation 
of Se Lf-liistructiona I Physical Science Materials Based on 
Piaget's Analysis of the Growth of 1/Ogical Thinking, "
Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts, 29:3515A, April, 1969.

,'Jl’aui Richard and Robert Sund, "Individualized 
Ins time Lion in Biology," American Biology Teacher, 31*252-256, 
April, 19b9.
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allows a student to progress through course work at his own 

.rate. When a student finishes the reading of a unit of work 

and achieves well on an examination lie then proceeds to the 

next section of the course.., Under the individualized 

unit plan, the student also is encouraged to go through the 

text and laboratory material at his own rate. However, once 

the student finishes the required material he does not 

progress Lo the next unit but does supplemental laboratory

activities or other enrichments. He has opportunities to
2 6study in depth the topic covered in the unit." ) Second, 

the authors determined the feasibility of using three forms 

of the student syllabus, one for each of three levels of 

student ability. Third, the teaching method that was 

preferred was compared to the traditional method. The study 

Itself had throe phases. Two groups of high school biology 

students were matched .according to the Differential Aptitude 

test scores, science achievement, and X.Q. scores. During 

the first phase of the study, which lasted eight weeks, all 

students received one of three forms of the student syllabus 

and fo.l towed the continuous pi'ogress plan. After eight weeks 

both the continuous progress plan and the three forms of the 

syllabus were rejected. Continuous progress was difficult 

to handle in a biology class in which many live specimens 

wore used. The three forms of the student syllabus were
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.rejected in l’avor of Just one form because the students did 

not. like t.o receive the labels that the forms of the syllabus 

imp Lied. During tin.* second phase of the study both the 

experiment.-i I. and control, groups received instinct ion by 
means of a single-track syllabus according to the individualized 

unit plan. This phase also lasted eight weeks and, at the 

end of this time, the experimental and control groups were 

compared on achievement measures. No significant differences 

existed be tween the two groups at this time. During the 

third phase of the study, which also lasted eight weeks, the 

oxperiiuonta I group continued to receive instruction by means 

of the sLadenb syllabus. The control group was taught by 

conventional means. At the end of this phase no significant 

diffI'veiices in achievement appeared between the two groups. 

However, the students generally preferred the individualized 

approach.

In another study, Morris compared traditional high

school instruction to an individualized approach characterized

by team teaching, continuous progress programs, independent
27slaily, modular scheduling, and small group instruction.

Data was collected over a five year period beginning the year 

before the introduction of individualized instruction and 

continuing throughout its development. Of thirteen comparisons

27Julian Clair Morris, "A Descriptive Analysis and 
Evaluation of an Integrated Program of Individualized 
Instruction in Cedar City High School," Abstract:
Dissertation Abstracts, 29:2937A.
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of attitudes and achievement between the two methods, nine 

showed no significant differences, three favored conventional 

instruction, and one favored the individualized approach.

Shavolson and Munger reported a study in which they 

at temp tod to determine if an individualized self-paced in

struct, Lon approach combined with small group discussion 

would bo more effective than a conventional lecture approach

in leaching basic biochemistry to high school biology 
28students. The lectures and discussions for the traditional

group were mediated by means of a teacher-slide presentation, 

and Ihe experimental group's lectures were mediated by tape- 

slido presentation. The study lasted for two weeks.

Results of the study showed that students using the individ

ualized approach achieved more in less time than the 

traditionally taught students.

STUDIES RELATED TO CROUP WORK AND GROUP DISCUSSION

Schindler, after /jiving one iiundred eighty elementary

school pupils the opportunity to complete a project as an

individual and as a group, found that a significantly larger

number preferred to work alone after having had both 
29experiences. She also found that the quality of the group

projects as evaluated by a committee of eight experienced

#,8R. J. Shavelson and M. R. Munger, "Individualized 
Instruction: A Systems Appi’oach," The Journal of Educational
Research, 6'J: 26')-268, February, 1970*

29Arlene Katharine Schindler, "A Study of the 
Attitudes of Fifth Grade Children Toward Group and Individual 
Work," Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts. 250332, December
1964.
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rirHi grade teachers was significantly greater than that of 

the individual projects.

Spraker found no significant differences in the

creativity scores of seventh grade mathematics pupils who
30studied alone and in groups of six to eight pupils. Students 

were randomly assigned to treatment groups and creativity 

scores were adjusted for I.Q. and arithmetic achievement.

In an experiment involving the use of study teams 

in college level general psychology, Gore found that students 

who learned in teams of three or four achieved more than 

students taught in a traditional way. The teams performed 

the activities on a job sheet, while the control group 

attended Lectures. The control and experimental groups 

were equated on tire basis of college ability tests and 

previous quarter grades before the experiment began.
32The use of study-teams was also reported by Kernan.

He found Lhat academic growth was not significantly better 

for groups consisting of three to eight members. He did, 

however1, feel that the use of study-teams had several 

advantages: the class was more interesting, there was a

■^Harold Stephen Spraker, "A Study of the Comparative 
Emergence of Creative intellectual Behavior During the 
Process of Group and individual Study of Mathematics,"
Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts, 21: 2199» February, 1961.

■^Alfonso E. Gore, "Individualized Instruction 
Through Team Learning in a College Course in General Psychology, 
Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts, 23:1273» October, 1962.

32Thomas F. Kernan, "Student Study-Teams in the 
Tenafiy Junior High School— A Case History," (Doctoral 
Dissertation, Columbia University, 1966).
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better opportunity for social growth, more individual attention 

r.ouJ d be given, missed work was more easily made up, and stu

dents could often explain the lessons in easier to understand 

lerms. The weaknesses of the study-teams included poor 

gi’oup behavior and failure to stick to the subject.

Pearl discovered that when seventh and eighth grade 

underachievers in mathematics were grouped in teams of three 

members, they achieved significantly more during the year than 

students who were not jjroujxjd.^ He found no significant chang

es in the attitudes of tile two groups at the end of the year.

STUDIES RELATED TO STUDE'NT "INTEREST

Wa l.berg; lias stated tiia t participation in science

activities may be a better' indicator of student interest

than expressed interest, since time and effort is required 
ailof the student.- Related to this, Cooley and Reed have

proposed a seventy-item science interest survey which uses

statements about students' activities related to science
35rather than statements about interest in science.

^Andrew W. Pearl, "A Study of the Effects on 
Students' Achievement and Attitudes When They Work in 
Academic Teams of Throe Members" (Doctoral Dissertation,
Cornell University, 1967).

•litHerbei’t J. Walberg, "Dimensions of Scientific 
Interests in Boys and Girls Studying Physics," Science 
Education, 31s1 II — 1l6, March, 1 967.

'^W. W. Cooley and H. B. Reed, "The Measurement of 
Science Interests: An Operational and Multidimensional
Approach," Science Education. ^5?320-326, 1961.
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An interesting study was rejaorted by Scriven, Harrison,

and Scriven in which they tried to determine the effect of

an individual progression prop;-mm on students' attitudes

when compared with a traditional program. Tlie Flander' s

Michigan Student Questionnaire was used to measure attitude

toward school. The results showed that the control group

had a significant decrease in positive attitude during the

con i se of the year whi l e there was no significant difference

in pretest and posttest attitude score for the experimental

group. The decrease in attitudes using this scale has been
17reported also by Flanders." When comparing the two groups, 

the authors conclude that the individualized approach may 

be a factor influencing positive attitudes toward school, 

although the data is inconclusive.

Ueorgia II. Scriven, A L ton Harrison, Jr., and Eldon 
<i. Scriven, "A Study of Student Attitude Changes Related 
to Individual Progression," Illinois School Research,
<>: lb-! I , May, I ‘>7<).

‘ <N. A. Flanders, "Helping Teachers Change Their 
behavior," Terminal Report of NDEA Title VII Project. 1963.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS OF ASSIGNING STUDENTS AND COLLECTING DATA

The purpose oJ' this chapter is to explain: (l) the

methods oJ' assigning- students to the various groups, and 

(2) I lie data that was collected and the methods that were 

us oil to col. .Loot the data.

ASSIGNMENT OF STUDENTS

Initially, sixty-nine students were to take part 

in the experiment. These students comprised the total 

pepu I. a I. ion of Freshman student nurses at Evanston Hospital 

School ill’ Nursing;. The names of the students were listed 

alphabetically and numbered From one to sixty-nine. A 

table of riiiidom numbers was then used to select thirty-l'our 

students For the treatment fyroup. The remaining thirty- 

five students were assigned to the control group. From the 

time of the initial assignment of students until the time 

the experiment ended, six students resigned From school.

Due to these resignations, complete data was collected on 

thirty-three members of the original control group and 

thirty members of the oi’iginal treatment group.

26
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WI ion the chemis try course began, eleven students I'rom 

the treatment, group and thirteen students i'rom the control 

,";i'ou|) hud been in a surgical nursing course fox’ tlie previous 

six weeks. The remaining students in the treatment and 

control groups had been in a medical nursing course i'or the 

previous six weeks. Three weeks after the experiment began, 

the students who had had surgical nursing started the medical 

nursing course, and vice versa. Therefore, the order in 

which students in both the treatment and control groups 

took medical and surgical nursing varied. Since it was 

possible that the order in which students took medical and 

surgical nursing1 might have an effect on achievement in 

chemistry, the effect of the order of taking the two 

nursing- courses was tested.

Although students were assigned randomly to the 

treatment .anil control. g;roups, it was not possible to assign 

students to the medical and surgical groups randomly.

However, the number of students in the treatment group who 

had surgical nursing; fix’st (eleven) was approximately equal 

to the number of students in the control group who had 

surgical nursing fix’s t (thirteen). Also, the number of 

students in the treatment group who had medical nursing 

first (nineteen) was approximately equal to the number of 

students in the control group who had medical nursing 

firs t (twenty). Lt was thus possible to test for the 

effect of the order of the nursing courses by using the
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analysis of covariance technique. (See Chapter IV Analysis 

of Data)

The grouping of students at the start of tlie 

experiment appears in figure 1. As seen in this figure, 

another grouping arran;>;emeat existed as well.. Groups I and 

11 comprised I lie control group and Groups III and IV comprised 

the treatment group. This g;rouping also existed for 

scheduling; in other c.tasses. The thirty-three students in 

Groups I and II met together for two one-hour lectures each 

week. The firs t .Lecture was on Monday morning from eleven 

o'clock until noon. The second lecture was on Tuesday 

afternoon from one o'clock until two o'clock. For scheduling 

reasons, half of the treatment group met at one time and 

the other half of the class met at another time. Students 

in Group III met on Tuesday morning from nine o'clock until 

eleven o'clock and the students in Group IV met on 

Wednesday morning from nine o'clock until eleven o'clock.

Data from Groups III and IV was treated together.

Control. Group Treatment Group
Group I Group 11 Total Group III Group IV Total

Med.i.ea I 
Nui’s lug; 
l''i rs (

1 1 9 20 9 10 19

Surgical 
Nursing' 
Firs t

0 7 13 7 k 1 1

To tals 17 16 33 16 1 ̂1 30

Figure 1. Number of Students in Each Group
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COLLECTION OF DATA

Data was collected which related to the students' 

achievement in chemistry and the students' attitude toward 

chemistry. During; the week prior to the start of the 

experiment, the students' know l.(.id/;o of chemistry was measured 

hy means o I' the Coope ra tive Science Test in Chemistry, and 

( hoi r a I. ti tudo town rd chemistry was measured by means oT 

I he Scale to Measure Attitude Toward Any School Subject.

When the students took the chemistry pretest, they 

were told that they would not be graded on the test. The 

instructor told them that it would be helpful for him to 

know how much they already knew about chemistry so he would 

know what to Leach. They wore asked to do as well as they 

con Id on (lie test to give the instructor accurate informa

tion about, their know I ed{';o .

before taking the attitude test, students were again 

told that the results of the test would have no effect on 

their gi-ade. They were asked to answer each question as 

honestly as possible because their instructor was interested 

in finding out, how student nurses felt about chemistry. The 

same test, of attitudes was given again during the next to 

I. he last week of (die course.

As another iml.ica Lion of attitude toward chemistry, 

students were x'equired to hand in a record of the amount of 

time they spent studying chemistry out of class each week. 

Forms were provided for this purpose and collected weekly.
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A copy o.l' this i’oriii appears in Appendix C. Students were 

told that the record of their study time would not influence 

their grade or their instructor's opinion of them. They 

were toLd that the information might be valuable to have in 

certain situations when a student was having difficulty in 

the course. Students seemed to be very honest in reporting 

flie.ii- si.udy time. They were not even afraid to report zero 

I..i.me studying when l . l i e y  did not study.

One more piece of infoi’ination was obtained during 

the phase' of the study that related to student attitude 

toward chemistry. Attendance at four films that related to 

tiie topic being studied at the time was used as an indication 

of student interest. Since there was no single time during 

the week that gave all. students an equivalent opportunity 

to set' the films, all films were shown at four different 

limes. 'Plie times that were chosen provided each student 

with an equal opportunity to see the films.

Achievement in chemistry was measured by means of 

three I cacher-made tests which were given during the course. 

Students in both the treatment and control groups took the 

tests at the same time. 'Jin; tests were composed of questions 

which were carefully written from the statements of behavioral 

objectives which all students received weekly.

The students were not aware of the fact that their 

instructin’ was using the information gained from this 

experiment for his doctoral study. At the beginning of the
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experiment, when the method of instruction had been explained 

to the appropriate gi'oup, the instructor told each group 
that he was going to try out some new tilings in chemistry 

this year with bo th c lassos. lie also told them that the 

two c Lasses would not In; doing everything in exactly the 

same way, but that they would learn the same tilings. They 

were a.I so told that their grade would not be affected by the 

method oT instruction that they received. Their grade would 

Lie determined in relation to the students who received the 

same method ol instruction.
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The analysis ui' the data is in two main parts.

First, it was determined who tlier or not the order in which

students had medical ami aurfjicai nursing; had different 

effects 011 achievement and attitude in chemistry. Second, 

it was determined what effect the treatment had on 

achievement in and attitude toward chemistry by comparing 

students in the treatment group with students in a control 

group.

COMPARISON OF MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS ON 
ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE MEASURES

in this section the data is analyzed to determine 

the initial, equality of the medical and surgical groups, and

the effects of the order of having medical and surgical

nursing 011 achievement in and attitude toward chemistry.

Tost of the Initial Equality of the Medical and Surgical Groups

The LnitiaL equality of these two groups was determined 

by using; J ive criteria. The criteria that were used were:

(l) SCAT verbal score, (2 ) SCAT quantitative score, (3) first 

semester' grade [joint average, (h) Cooperative Test in

32
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Chemistry pretest score, and (5) the pretest score on the 

Scale to Measure Attitudes Toward Any School Subject. The 

SCAT scores and grade point averages were taken I'rom the 

students' records and the chemistry pretest scores and the 

attitude pretest scores were obtained during the first 

week ol' the course. A summary of this initial data appears 

lu Tat> I e I .

Analysis of variance was used to compare the means

of each of the protest scores for the two groups. First,

the assumption of homogeneity of variance was tested by using

llaxtley's F statistic. The results of this analysis which J 111a x
appeal’ in Appendix E indicate that the variances are 

homogenous for all five measures. After this was done, the 

means of the initial data were compared by using the program, 

MA.NOVA--M11 J.tivariate Analysis of Variance, from the North

western University Vogolbaok Computing Center. The level of 

significance for this test was chosen to be 0.05* The rosul ts 

of this analysis appear in Table XI. The results indicate 

that the students who had medical nursing first differed 

significantly from the students who had surgical nursing 

first 011 the SCAT verbal score and on the Chemistry pretest.

In addition, the F ratio from the SCAT quantitative score 

is so near to the critical value that the groups were 

considered to be different on this measure as well. These 

pretest measures 011 which the two groups differed significantly 

were examined for their suitability as covariates in the
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TABLE X

SUMMARY OE INITIAL DATA FOR MEDICAL 
AND SURGICAL NURSING STUDENTS

SCAT
Verbal

SCAT
Quantitative GPA

Chemistry
Pretest

Attitude
Pretest

Medical Nursing First

11 19 39 39 39 39
x 18.667 '37.;io 1 2.5 8 ! U8.282 6.61*1

s~ .?’i. t );i 30.105 0 . 461 1̂9.210 3-386

Surf'ica 1 Nursing First
n :j/i y/i 2̂1 2k 2 k

x 15.58;! 3 1̂.708 2. 52^ k[Uk58 6.683

sJ 15.817 21 .959 0 . 321 66.602 3.0^5

ii = numbei' ol students 

x = sample mean 

S' = sample variance
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TABLE II

TEST FOR EQUALITY OF SAMPLE MEANS OF INITIAL DATA 
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Variable F(1,61) P

SCAT Verbal 6 .867* < 0.05

SCAT Quantitative 3.994* 0.05

Grade Point Average 0 . 118 > 0.05

Chemistry Pretest 6 .199* < 0.05

Attitude Pretest 0.008 > 0.05

Critical Region: F(l,6 l) >4.00• 05
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comparison of Liu; achievement oi' tlie two groups. This 

topic is discussed in the next section.

Tost o r the Achievement oJ' Llie Medical and Surgical Groups

The achievement oi the; medical and sui’gical groups 
was comparc'd on Lhree teacher-prepared tests oi' subject 

ma I tor knowledge. The l'irs t two tests each contained fifty 

mu.l tip to choice questions. The tests were divided into two 

parts. The i'irst part contained thirty-two questions which 

covered the material, in Part I oi the learning guide. The 

second paid, contained eighteen questions which covered the 

male.rial taught in Part .3 oi the learning guide. All 

questions were written i'rom the lists oi objectives that the 

students received each week.

The third test was the iina.l. examination and it 

contained one hundred multiple choice questions. The test 

was divided into two halves, with each half containing fifty 

questions. The iirst half of the final examination covered 

material taught in the last third of the course, and the 

second half of the final examination covered material taught 

in the first two-thirds of the course. The fifty questions 

In this second half of the test were chosen randomly i’rom 

each of the parts of the firsL two tests. Each fifty 

question half of the test was separated into two parts in 

exactly the same way as the first two achievement tests.

The three achievement tests contained a total of eight
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pax’ts and the data i'x’oni these tests appears in Table III.

The achievement tests appear in Appendix D.

Analysis of covax’lance was chosen to compare the

means <» f the achievement test scores for the two groups.

l'li.i s achievement data was first analyzed to determine if

the variance of eacli test was homogeneous between the two

groups. 'I'lie Hartley F statistic was used to test for 1 J max
homogeneity of variance at the 0.05 Level of significance.

The results, which appear in Appendix E, show that the 

variance is homogeneous for all but two of the achievement 

measures. Those are both pax’ts of the second achievement 

test.

Next, since the medical and surgical groups differed 

with respect to the SCAT scores and the Chemistry pretest 

scores, those measures were examined to determine their 

possllile use as covariates in the comparison of the achieve

ment oi' the two gi’oups. First semester grade point average 

was not examined as a possible covariate since the two 

groups did not differ witii respect to this variable. The 

two assumptions which had to be met by each of these were 

(l) that the regression of each achievement variable on 

the pretest measure was significantly greater than zero, 

ami that; the regression of each achievement variable

on the pretest measure was homogeneous between the two 

groups. The significance of overall regression was tested 

by tiie MANOVA program and tiie homogeneity of regression
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TABLE LIT

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT DATA FOR MEDICAL 
AND SURGICAL NURSING STUDENTS

Variable n
Medical Group

n
Surgical Group

X 2s X 2s

AC 11 Test 1 - Part 1 39 28.000 10.866 2h 27.208 13.676

ACU Test I - Part 2 39 13.766 7.879 2k 12.708 8.738

AC 11 Test II - Part 1 39 19.692 33.698 2k 19.208 16.959
AC 11 Test II - Pax’t 2 39 6 . 821 8.069 2k 5.958 3.779

Final Ex;im

See tioti A - Part 1 39 2 1.179 23.571 2k 20.000 15.676

Sec tion A - Part 2 39 10. 866 10.396 2k 10.625 7.986

Section R - Part 1 39 22.976 20.568 2k 20.833 15.713
Sec tion T.S - Part 2 39 9. 103 9. 199 2k 8.333 5.276

n = number o I' students

\ = sample mean 
' »

s" = sample variajicr
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hypothesis was tested by the statistic which appears below. 

The results oi these tests appear in Appendix E.

two analyses ol eovaxxiance were performed on the achievement 

test data. In the first, the Chemistry pretest was used as 

a covaiiale for ail of the achievement test scores. In the 

second, the SCAT quantitative score was added as a covariate 

Ln the cases where it met the necessary assumptions. The 

MANOVA program was used to analyze the data and the level 

of significance was chosen to be 0 .05.

The two groups did not differ significantly on any of the 

achievement test measures when the Chemistry pretest was 

used as a covariate to adjust for the initial differences 

that existed in the two groups at the beginning of the 

experiment. The results of the second analysis appear in 

Table V. This analysis indicates that no significant 

differences existed in the achievement of these two groups 

when initial differences in chemistry knowledge and 

quantitative ability were corrected by using the SCAT 

quantitative score and the Chemistry pretest as covariates.

S s s

based 011 the results of the test of the assumptions,

The results of the first analysis appear in Table IV.
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TABLE IV

ANALYSIS OF COVARJANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST MEANS FOR 
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL NURSING STUDENTS USING CHEM 

PRETEST AS A COVARIATE

VARIABLE F(1,60) p

ACM To-st 1 - Part 1 0.071 0•A

ACII Test I - Part 2 0.071 > 0.05

ACM Test II - Part 1 0 . 2')h > 0.05

ACII Test LI - Part 2 0 . 183 > 0.05

Firm I Exam

Section A - Part 1 0.087 > 0.05

Section A - Part 2 0 . 386 > 0.05

Section H - Part 1 1.608 > 0.05

Section II - Pai't 2 0.021 > 0.05

Critical Region: F( l,6o) >^1.00. y) j
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TABLE V

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST MEANS FOR 
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL NURSING STUDENTS USING CHEM 

PRETEST AND SCAT QUANTITATIVE AS COVARIATES

VARIABLE F(1,59) P

ACII Test II - Part 2 O . O k h  >0.05

FInaI Exam

Section A - Part 2 0.700 >0.05
Section IS - Part 2 0.05^1 >0.05

Critical Region: F(l,5y) (,r >^.01
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Although the students who had medical or surgical 

nursing first did not differ significantly on any measure 

of achiuvomenl., the medical group scored higher than the 

surgicn I. group on al l of the eight achievement measures.

In addi (■ Lon, the variance of the medical group's scores was 

higher 011 six of the eight parts of the achievement tests.

The differences are consistent with differences 

which existed in the groups at the start of the experiment.

In the pretest data, for example, the medical group scored 

significantly higher on three of five measures, and the 

variance of their scorus was higher in four of five cases.

The variance was not significantly higher, however, for any 

of these measures. In spite of the non-significance of 

differences between the variance of the two groups, the 

medical group appeared to be consistently less homogeneous 

than the surgical group. For this reason some additional 

evidence of this was sought and is presented here without 

statistical treatment. This data appears in Tables VI - X.

To determine whether or not students who took surgical 

nursing first formed a more homogeneous group than the students 

who Look medical nursing first, five additional pieces of 

info 1 'in; 1 I. Lon were obtained for each student. These are:

( l) whether or not the student came to nursing school directly 

from high school, (2) rank in high school class, (3) type 

of high school attended, (4) ACT natural science score, 

and (5) high school chemistry grade.
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The results in Table VI indicate that on the first 

of these, the students in the surgical group appear to be 

somewhat more homogeneous. Of the students in the surgical 

group, seventy-eight percent came to nursing school directly 

from high school while only sixty-one percent of the students 

in I he medical group came directly from high school. A 

larger pei'centage of the students in the medical group had 

various work or college experience first.

Information about the students' rank in their high 

school class found in Table VII indicates again that the 

students in the surgical group form a more homogenous group.

Of the students in the surgical group, sixty-two percent 

are ranked in the second quartile as compared to forty-live 

percent of the students in the medical group who are ranked 

in this quartile. Also, smaller percentages of surgical 

students are at the higher and lower rankings.

Information on the type of high school attended 

does not seem to show any substantial differences between 

the two groups as seen in Table VIII. The data from the 

natural science score on the ACT found in Table IX also 

fails to demonstrate that one group is more homogeneous than 

the other. While fewer of the surgical students received 

high scores, a greater number received low scores. This 

makes the mean score lower, but it does not indicate that 

the group is more or less homogeneous.

Finally, the high school chemistry grade data found 

in Table X again indicates that the students who took surgical
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TABLE VI

PRE-NURSING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE OF STUDENTS 
IN MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Medical Group Surgical Group

Genii' to Nursing School 6 1 . 5% 7&.0#
Direct.Jy From High School

Had College or Work 3&.5# 22.0#
Experience First

TABLE VII

RANK IN HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF STUDENTS 
IN MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Rank Medical Group Surgical Group

Top Doci.I.i' 15.8# h. 2#

Top QuartiLe 23.7# 20.8#

Second Quart!Io hk. 7# 62.5#

Lower Halt 15.8# 12.5#
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TABLE VIII
TYPE OE IIIG1I SCHOOL ATTENDED BY STUDENTS 

IN MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Medical Group Surgical Group
City Public 3-3% h.2%

Suburban Public 32.6%
Parochial 31.6% 37.^%
Other 10.5% 12.5#

TABLE IX
ACT NATURAL SCIENCE SCORE OF STUDENTS IN 

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Score Medical Group Surgical Group

I I - I 3 0 .0% 21 . 1%
16-20 3*». 3$ 31.6%
.2 1-23 28.6% 36.9%
2b-'iO 31.3% 10.3%
3 1-33 5-7% 0 .0%

TABLE X
HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRY GRADE OF STUDENTS IN 

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Grade Medical Group Surgical Group
< C 13. 1% 13.6%
C 10 c + 3 0 .0% 72.8%
B to B+ 3 1 .6% 13.6%
> B+ 3-3% 0 .0%
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nui’s.i.ng I Li’s t form a more homogeneous group. Of the students 

in the surgical. /yroup, so verity- three percent hud a C to (’ + 

average in high school, chemistry, while the largest number 

in any one category for the inedica.L group was fifty percent 

in the C to 0+ category.

This itata, plus the pretest data that was analyzed 

statistically, indicates that the medical, group has a 

higher ability than the surgica.I group and is 'Less homogeneous. 

Phis lac I is most I ike l.y due to a sampling technique which 

was not. random. Students were assigned to the medical and 

surgical nursing classes by their nursing instructors on an 

alphabetical basis.

Comparison of Attitudes

The medical and surgical groups were compared on 

three attitude measures at the end of the experiment. One 

of these was the average number of hours per week that 

students in each group spent studying chemistry. A second 

was the number of optional films that were viewed by each 

student in the two groups. A third was the Scale to Measure 

Attitude Toward Any School Subject which had previously 

been used as a pretest.

The written attitude pretest was the only criterion 

used to determine the initial equality of the attitude of 

the two groups. The results of this pretest indicate that 

the medical and surgical groups did not differ significantly 

in their attitude toward chemistry at the beginning of the
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e.xperimeii i-. Tills pretest data appears in Table XI along 

with the posttest attitude data.

The means of the three attitude measures were com

pared by using; the analysis of variance technique from the 

MANOVA pi’ogram. The level of significance was again chosen 

to be 0 .0'3 and the results of this analysis appear in 

Table XI. The results indicate that there was no significant 

difference in the attitude of the two groups as measured by 

these three tests.

In summary, all of the statistical tests that were 

performed indicate that the order in which student nurses 

took medical and surgical nursing had no effect on either 

their achievement in chemistry or their attitude toward 
chemistry.

COMPARISON OF CONTROL AND TREATMENT GROUPS ON 
ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE MEASURES

In this section the data is analyzed to determine 

the initial equality of the control and treatment groups, 

and the effects of the treatment on achievement in and attitude 

toward chemistry.

Test of the Initial Equality of the Control and Treatment 
Croups

The initial equality of the control and treatment 

groups was determined by using; the same five criteria that 

wore used in Part I of this chapter. The criteria that were 

used were: (l) SCAT verbal score, (2) SCAT quantitative
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TABLE XI

SUMMARY OF ATTITUDE DATA FOR 
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

V a x ’ i a l )  Le ( i r o u p u X 2
s

C o m p a r i s o n  o f  

M e a n s  ( F  1 , 6 1 )

A  t  t i  t u d e M e d i c a l 39 6 . 6k 1 3 . 3 8 6
P r o t o s t 0.008

S u r g i c a l 2k 6 . 6 8 3 3 . 0 A 5

A  t t i  t u d o M e d i c a l 39 3.762 k . 5 5 8
P o s  L t e s  L 0 .135

S u r g i c a l 2 k 5.958 3 . 8 0 1

F i l m M e d i c a l 39 1.559 1 . 5 5 3
A  t  t e n d a n c e 1 .  20/4

S u r j j i c a 1 2 k 1.792 3 . 5 6 5

W e e k l y M e d i c a  J. 39

00•:\i 1 . 0 5 3
S t u d y  T i m e 1 . 7^3

S u r g i c a l 2k 2 . 5 2 5 0 . 8 6 9

Critical Region: F(l,6 l) ^/|.00• "j
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score, (3 ) first semester ^racle point average, (4) Coopera

tive Test in Chemistry pretest score, and ( 5 )  the score on 

tlie Scale to Measure Attitudes Toward Any School Subject 

which was given as a pretest. A summary of this data 

appears in Table XIX.

Thu data was .first tested for homogeneity of variance

by (using Hartley's E statistic. The results of thismax
test appear in Appendix E. The variance of all initial tests 

was homogeneous except lor the variance between the two 

groups 011 the attitude pretest.

The data was then tested to determine if a significant 

difference existed in the means of the initial data from the 

two groups. The MANOVA program was used to analyze this data. 

The resuIts of the analysis appear in Table XXXI. These 

results indicate that the control and treatment groups did 

not differ significantly on any of the pretest measures. 

However, large enough differences existed in the attitude 

pretest scores to use the test as a covariate in the analysis 

of the posttest attitude scores. In all other respects, the 

groups were considered to be equivalent at the start of 

the experiment..

Tests of Achievement

After determining the initial equality of the two 

groups, the control and treatment groups were compared on 

measures of achievement and attitude. The findings from the 

achievement data are presented first. A summary of this
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TAJJI/E XII

SUMMARY 0E INITIAL DATA FOR STUDENTS 
IN CONTROL AND TREATMENT GROUPS

SCAT 
Verba 1.

SCAT 
Quantita tive GPA

Cliemis try 
Pretest

Attitude
Pretest

Control Group

n * n 55 33 33 33
X V7.:rt‘\ 56.5/13 2.530 /16.515 6.255
')

t. 'i 55 32.50 I 0.326 51•323 J|. 293

Treatment Group

11 50 30 30 30 30
X 57.755 36.200 2.592 Z16.367 7.100

25.515 2/| . 920 0./b57 72.590 1 .72/1

11 = number o I students

x = sample m e n u  
')

s" - sample variance
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TAJiLE XIII

TEST ECU EQUALITY OF SAMPLE MEANS OF INITIAL DATA 
FOR CONTROL AND TREATMENT GROUPS

Yariab.l. e F(1,61) p

SCAT Verba 1. o .  163 >  0 . 0 5

SCAT Quantitative 0 . 0 6 5 > 0 . 0 5

First Semester GPA 0 .1^7 > 0 . 0 5

Choiuis try Pre test 0 . 0 0 6 > 0 . 0 5

Attitude Pi’etest 3 . 6 5 6 >  0 . 0 5

Critical. Region: F(l,6l) >  .00• O _)
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chi La appears ±11 Table XIV. Thu findings .L'roin the attitude 

data appear in the next section oJ' this chapter.

The achievement da La was first tested Tor homogeneity

0 I' variance at, the 0.05 level ol significance. The results, 

I'oiind .in Appendix 10, indicate that the .assumption ol 

homogeneity ol variance is met in each case.

Next, the means ol the achievement tests lor the two 

groups were compared using analysis ol variance. The 0.05 

Level ol significance was again chosen. The results ol this 

analysis appear in Table XV and indicate that the control 

and LroabmeriL groups did not differ significantly on any

01 I lu> acliievemenL tests.

In the analysis of the achievement data, as it was 

perl'ormed, the individual, achievement measures were tested 

as separate variables. This was done because the tests 

were given at different times and were used to test different 

sulgject matter’. However, the correlation among the separate 

achievement measures is quite high. This indicates that the 

individual tests are measuring much the same thing. The 

cor re l.a Liens o f all dependent variables appears in Appendix F.

because ol' this high correlation among the achieve- 

mon I. measures, it is possible to consider them as a single 

\ ar.i.iil>.l o. This was done by using two different techniques.

In the first, all. achievement scores were added together to 

g'lve a total achievement score for each student. Analysis 

of variance was then used to determine whether or not the
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TA11EE XIV

SUMMARY' 01'' ACHIEVEMENT TEST DATA FOR 
CONTROL AND TREATMENT CROUPS

Var.i a 1) 1 .e ri

Con troi
2x s 11

Trea tmerxt
r>— u. X S

ACII Test 1 - Part 1 33 1*7.576 I 2.688 30 27.833 1 1. 176
ACII Test 1 - Part 2 33 1 3 • ;i 85 7. h h 7 30 13.200 9.53 3
ACII Test 1 1 - Part 1 33 19.182 23.088 30 19.867 31 .979
ACII Test II - Par t V 33 6.333 ■'i. 605 30 6.667 8.779

Kina 1. Ex;mi

Sec t ion A - Part 1 33 20.2 1 2 18.036 30 21.300 23.319
Sec tion A - Part 2 33 I o . 39;I 9.060 30 11.167 9.660

Section 1) - Part 1 33 21 .5/15 20.376 30 22.833 18.353
Sec t ion II - Part 2 33 8.39;f 6.933 30 9.267 8 . /+ 80

Tot a 1. Achievement, 
Score 33 127. I 2 I h38.063 30 132.133 603. rjk 1

ti = sample size

x = sample mean 
4 >

s ' = sitnii) l.e Viix'ianee
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TAJILE XV

TEST FOR EQUALITY OF SAMPLE MEANS OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
DATA FOR CONTROL AND TREATMENT CROUPS

Va r.i.ah I o E(I,E1) P

ACII Test. I. - Part I 

ACII Test, I. - Part 2 

ACII To si. I I - Part I 

ACII To si II - Part 2

Final Exam 

Section A - Part I

Section A - Part 2

Section I) - Part I

Section 1) - Part 2

Tota I. Achievement Score

0.087 
0.151 

o. 270 

o. 265

0.905 

1 .oô i

1. 'j,h 2 

1.561 
0 .76̂ 1

>  0 . 0 5

> 0 . 0 5  

> 0 . 0 5

> 0 . 0 5

> 0 . 0 5

>  0 . 0 5  

> 0 . 0 5  

> 0 . 0 5  

> 0 . 0 5

Critical Region: F(l,Ol) ^  ̂1 .00
• ô >
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two groups d.i iTorotl w;i. LI i respect to this new variable. The 

results, whicli appear in Table XV indicate that the groups 

do not dilToi’ with respect to this total achievement score.

Next, a multivariate technique was used to analyze 

the achievement measures. in this technique, the Wilks 

bambda Criterion is used, and a single F ratio is generated 

to compare a group of achievement measures. The results of 

this analysis appear in Table XV.L. The results indicate 

I 11a I. when t ile achievement data is treated in this way , no 

significant dll'ferences appear between the treatment and 

r o a t ro I g roups .

.In summary, achievement in chemistry did not differ 

signlficantly under the methods of instruction as measured 

bv the tests that were used. This was found to be true 

when achievement data was considered separately or combined 

as one variable.

In spite of this finding', there is one statistica 1. l.y 

non-sign j T Lea n 1, trend which is wortli noting. Although the 

treatment group did not scoi’e significantly higher than 

the control group on any o I' the achievement tests, the differ

ence between the scores of (die groups became greater as 

time went on. When the point difference between the two 

groups is plot ted versus Lime, a linear relationship 

appeal’s. This trend can be seen in Table XVII and Figure 2.

If tills trend were to continue, the difference 

between the groups would soon become statistically
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TABLE XVI

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST DATA FOR CONTROL 
AND TREATMENT GROUPS USING WILKS LAMBDA CRITERION

Variable F(6,56) p>

ACII Test T. - Part I
ACII Test I - Part 2 0.761 >0.05
ACII Tost II - Part 1
ACH Test II - Part 2
Final Exam - Part 1
Final Exam - Part 2

Critical Region: f (6,56) >2.32
• 05

TABLE XVII

POINT DIFFERENCE ON ACHIEVEMENT TESTS VERSUS TIME 
FOR CONTROL AND TREATMENT GROUPS

Point Difference per 50 questions 
Time (Treatment Score minus Control Score)

k weeks -0.028

8 weeks +1.019
12 weeks +2.011
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significant. 11 Is reasonable to assume that the experimental 

group needed some time to (;e t used to the new method of 

Ins t rue I,ton and could perform at its best only after tills 

time. At tills point we can only speculate concerning whether 

oi- not the treatment group had readied its highest level 

and whether or not the difference between the groups would 

continue to increase over time.

Comparison of Attitudes

The control and treatment groups were compared on 

the same three a t ti tude measures that were used to compare 

(he attitude of the medical, and surgical groups. The three 

were: ( l) hours per week that students reported that they

spent studying chemistry, (2) number of optional films 

viewed, and (j) the Scale to Measure Attitude Toward Any 

School Subject used as a posttest.

The Scale to Measure Attitude Toward Any School 

Subject had previously been used as a pretest to determine 

the initial equality of the attitude of the two groups.

This pretest data and the results of the analysis of variance 

appear in Table XV111. As seen there, the two groups do 

not differ significantly at the 0.05 level of significance. 

However, the F ratio is close enough to the critical value 

to use the attitude pretest as a covariate in the analysis 

of the attitude data. Since the groups do not differ 

s i t yi 11 f 1 c a 111 1 y on Lh.i.s measure , I, lie a 11,1 tude data is analyzed
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TAM EE XVIII

COMPARISON OK ATTITUDE DATA FOR 
TREATMENT AND CONTROL GROUPS

r Comparison of 
Var.Lab 1 <.: Group n x s Means (F 1,6 l)

Attitude Control 33 6.255 h.2c)'J
Pi’etost 3*656

Treatment 30 7. 100 1.72*1

Attitude Control '33 5.59*t 3*936
Post test .135

Treatment 30 6.103 *1.520

Ki.Lm Control 53 1*576 2*313
Atti’iidanor *079

Treatment 30 I .̂  67 2.396

Study Control 33 2.286 0.933
Time .055

'Iron tment 30 2.3*l6 1.096

Cr.i. tie a I. Itogion: K(l,Gl) ()r>*l.00
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l)o l ow, Ijo 111 wil.li aiuI without using the attitude pretest 

as a oo v a. i \La te .

As the re si 1.1, ts in Tahie XVIII indicate, when the 

moans ol' oaeli a t t.i. I.udo variahLo m'e eompai’ ed , no significant 

differences bo tween the treatment and control groups appear. 

When tin' attitude measures are adjusted by using the attitude 

p.retest as a covariate, the same result of no significant 

differences is observed. These results appear in Table XIX.

In addition to the statistically treated data which 

relates to the students’ attitudes toward chemistry, there 

a re some uon-statis tical findings concerning the students’ 

attitudes which are presented here. Some of these findings 

concern a ttitudes toward chemistry and others concern 

a tt.i l udes toward the course itself and the method of 

instruction. These findings are presented here without 

.forma L sta tis tical analysis. The data comes from a course 

evaluation which students completed at the end of the course 

and from Informal comments made by students during the 

course.

All of the students were given a course evaluation 

form to complete immediately following- the final examination 

in this course. Students rated several items and were then 

oneonraget I to write additional comments about the course.

The results of the first part of this evaluation appear in 

Table XX. The first two items relate to the students' 

attitude toward chemistry and the second two items relate 

to the students' attitude toward the course that they received.
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TABLE XIX

COMPARISON OF POSTTEST ATTITUDE OF TREATMENT 
ANJ) CONTROL CROUPS USING THE ATTITUDE 

PRETEST AS A COVARIATE

Variablu F (1 ,60) P

Attitude Post toy 1, 0.006 y c \s
\

Study Time 0.009 >0.05
Film Attendance 0 . 68̂ 1 >0.05

Critical Region: F(l,60) r > 1̂.00
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When students were asked to rate the value ol* a basic 

chemistry course in a nursing curriculum on a scale of 1 to 

5 , both treatment and control groups gave this a below average 

rating. The treatment group rated this item slightly lower 

{'.2.0'j) than the control group (',2.')6). It is interesting 

that; only 6 . ()'/< of the treatment group and 3.0$ of the control 

group gave this item a rating' which was above average.

When students wore asked to rate the value of a 

basic ehemis try course in a general education curriculum, 

both groups rated this as average. The treeitment group 

rated this item slightly higher (3 .10) than the control 

group (,?.97).

The results of these first two items indicate that 

even though these y tudent nurses felt that a general chemistry 

course has average value in a general, education curriculum, 

i t is the Li’ opinion that such a course has very little value 

i.n a nursing; curriculum. Tills finding is supported by 

informal comments made by students during the course 

(especially at its beginning) in which they questioned 

student nurses being; required to take chemistry. The results 

also indicate that students in both the control and treatment 

groups have similar feelings about the value of chemistry.

No Large differences appeal- in their attitude. This finding 

is consistent with the results obtained from the statistically 

treated attitude dal,a. ALL of tills data indicates that the 

method of instruction had no significant effect on the 

students' attitude toward chemistry.
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T A B L E  X X

COURSE EVALUATION RESULTS

Item Group
Low
( 1 )

Percent

Below Ave. 
( 2 )

of Students from Each Group 
for Each Rating

Ave. Above Ave. High
( 3 )  ( 4 )  ( 5 )

i

Mean
Numerical
Rating

The value of a basic 
chemistry course in

Treatment 3 3 . 3 3 6 . 7 2 3 . 4 3 . 3 3 . 3 2 . 0 7

a nursing curriculum Control 2 1 . 2 2 7 . 3 4 8 . 5 0 . 0 3 . 0 2 . 36

The value of a basic 
chemistry course in

Treatment 3 . 3 2 6 . 7 3 6 . 7 2 3 . 3 1 0 . 0 3 . 1 0

a general education 
curriculum

Control 12.  1 15.  1 4 2 . 4 2k. 3 6 . 1 2 . 9 7

The quality of 
instruction received

Treatment 6 . 7 2 3 . 3 4 o . o 1 6 . 7 1 3 . 3 3 . 0 0

in this course Control 3 . 0 18.2 4 2 . 4 2 7 . 3 9 . 1 3-21

The difficulty of 
this course

Treatment 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 3 6 . 7 3 0 . 0 2 3 . 3 3 . 6 7

Control 0 . 0 6 .  1 2 7 . 3 21 . 1 4 5 - 5 4 . 0 6
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The second two items on the course evaluation relate 

to tlie students' attitudes toward the course itself. When 

asked to evaluate Idle quality of instruction that was 

received durliif•; the course, the treatment group rated this 

as avorafvo (d.OO) and the control fjroup rated it as just 

slightly a hove average ( 3 • 1 ) • Although the two groups

received very different methods of instruction, they rated 

the i j 11 a 1 i. 1 y of instruction that they received very much 

a Like.

final Ly, students were asked to rate the difficulty 

of the course. On the average, both groups of students 

ratial the course as being quite difficult. Although both 

groups .rated the difficulty of the course as being above 

average, the treatment group did not feel the course was 

quite as difficult (3 «(>7) as tlie control group did (^.06).

The results of the course evaluation do not show 

any conc l usive differences be tween the attitude of the 

treatment and control gToups. This is true concerning both 

attitude toward chemistry and attitude toward tlie course 

itself. Since on each Item students in tlie treatment and 

control groups gave very similar1 ratings, it does not appear 

that (lie method of instruction had much effect on attitudes 

of either kind.

A I though it was not one of tlie purposes of this 

experiment to compare Llie attitudes of students in the two 

groups toward the method of instruction that they received,
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I'Ladings which are pertinent to these attitudes are also 

presented here without formal statistical treatment. The 

sources of data which provided information about the students' 

atti. 1.udos toward the method of instruction are the informal, 

comments made by students on the evaluation form and those 

made dui'j.iifv the' course.

To begin with, students in the control gj'oup did 

not comment on the method of instruction that they 

received. The Lecture method was familiar to them and they 

seemed to fool secure with it. The comments made by students

i.u the control gi'oup dealt mostly with the value of a course 

in basic chemistry in a nursing curriculum and the difficulty 

of chemistry for them.

Students in the treatment group, on the other hand, 

made many comments which related to the method of instruction 

that they received. Some students liked the method very 

much. They I i.ked the individual attention that they could 

receive, and they liked being; able to work at their own 

pace. Other students disliked the experimental method.

Tiieso students seemed to feel insecure in tiiis method and 

thought that they were missing something by not being in a 

lecture class. These students did not think that they should 

have to take a chance with something as difficult for them 

as chemistry. On many occasions, even on the final, course 

ov’a I ua t.Lon, some of these; students in the treatment group 

said that they could have Learned more in a lecture class.
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These comments wci'i! made in sp.i. to of the fact that ci.L.L of 

( In- s I.uilcn l.s knew (.lie results of each tos t and cou I d see 

Hint s (union ts In the; treatment gyx’oup were doing at least as 

well as students In the control group.

The comments made by some of the students in the 

treatment group seem to indicate that these students had 

fo.Lt anxiety about- taking chemistry, and a new method of 

Instruction which contained elements of self-study frightened 

them more. 'L'his may have caused their negative attitude 

Iowa ril the experimental me I.hod of instruction. Students in 

(he oont.ro.I gyro up, on the other hand, did not blame the 

method ill’ instruction for the difficulty of the course 

because the Lecture method was familiar to them. To tliern 

chemistry was difficult, but they did not associate this 

with the method of instruction.

l.n addition to the .students who liked the experimental 

me lliod and those who f e .1. t insecure with it, there was a 

third group. Those students liked the individualized 

approach, but they would have preferred not to have been

repaired to attend class for organized gx’oup work. These

sIndents would have prefexred to have been completely on 

I heir own w.illi the Learning; guide.

AI thougyh a vai'iety ol' feelings concerning the

experimental method of ixistrue tion were expressed, the most 

impoi’tant finding seems to be this: Students who are alr eady

anxious about a coux’se, because of i ts difficulty for them,
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are no I. very willing to accept a new method of instruction, 

rsper i.a l..l.y wlion i L cai I s for additional self-study.

I ii summary, Idle statistical analysis of the 

achievement data indicates that student achievement was not 

a 1’ f e e t C( I hy the me (dual of instruction used. However, there 

i s a s ta tistically non-significant increase in the difference 

between the achievement of the two groups which gets larger 

with time. 11.' this trend were to continue, the achievement 

of the treatmout group would soon become significantly 

higher than that of Lhe control group. Doth statistical and 

uon-s ta tis tlca 1. treatment of data relating to the students' 

attitude to wax'll chemistry indicate Hurt the method of 

insLrue l ion hud no significant effect on a ttitude toward 

chemistry. The data which relates to tire students' attitude 

toward the experimental method of instruction, shows that 

there are a variety of opinions about the method. Although 

some of the students favored the method, a sizable group 

felt Insecure when aspects of self-study were used in a 

course which was d.i. I'ficult for them.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AN D  RECOMMENDATIONS

■l.n this chapter the study is summarize'! and the* 

conclusions that can be drawn i'rom the data are enumerated. 

This is Pol Lowed by recommendations lor further study 

roga rdinp; flu; .i nd.Lvi.dua Liza Lion ol instruc tion.

SUMMARY

The problem was to determine il' a type of individual

ized ins fraction could be used in a chemistry course for 

student nurses without sacrificing academic achievement 

on the part of these students.

The primary purpose of this study was to determine 

if the academic achievement of freshman student nurses 

faking chemistry would be affected by using a technique of 

Individualized instruction which utilized a learning guide 

and sina 1.1 group discussion by comparing these students with 

others in a class taught by the traditional lecture method.

A second purpose; of this study was to determine if 

I lie use of this method of individualized instruction would 

affect, students' attitudes toward chemistry when compared 

with I.lie a I. Litudo of students taught by the lecture method.

6 8
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Thu study was designed so that two groups of' freshman 

student nurses wore used In tlio experiment. The first group 

was coiiiprisod of students who were randomly selected to 

receive the oxperjmon tai me tliod of instruction. The second 

group was comprised of the remaining students who were not 

so l.eo ted i'or the experimental me tliod of instruction. They 

served as a control group.

Additional aspects of the study are enumerated he.l.ow:

I . Control. Group. The method of instruction used 

w i th the eolitre I. group was tiie l ecture. S tudents in the 

control group met for two one-hour lectures each week.

. Treatment Group. The method of instruction 

used with the treatment group was individualized instruction 

with group discussion. Students in the treatment group 

worked individually through a teacher-prepared learning 

guide during a weekly two-hour work session. The learning 

guide contained written exp.1 anations of chemical principles 

and concepts, (pies Lions to bo answered, and problems to be 

so 1. v ed. An example of a unit from the learning guide appears 

ill Appendix A.

The learning; guide consisted of two parts. The

ii.rst part was required of a) I students and knowledge of 

I his material was necessary for C-level achievement. The 

second part was optional and contained learning materials 

for those students who could master the required materials 

quickly. Some knowledge of this material was expected of 

A and D students.
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All. students In the treatment group received both 

parts o.l' the learning guide. Students worked in heterogeneoir 

small, ('roups of l'our or live members on the learning guide 

tor approximately the I'irst one hour anil thirty minutes oJ.' 

tin' two-hour session. During; this time the students worked 

1 in I i .v ,i d i i ; i I I. y , hut they wore also expected to help students 

in their group who were having difficulty. At the end of 

the one hour’ and thirty minute session, students broke up 

Into homogeneous smaJ 1 {'roups for discussions of the topic 

that they were studying. Dui’ing these discussions, the 

students used lists of questions which the instructor had 

prepared to assess their knowledge of the subject. When 

the discussion was completed, the students continued to work

on the learning guide. After the required work was completed

students beg-an working; on the optional materials. The

ins true tor was present during the entire two-hour session

to assist students, but he did not lecture to the treatment 

g rou p.

'S. Both groups were taught by the same instructor'.

•I. Doth the treatment find control groups received 

the same list of (pies Lions to assess their knowledge of the 

required and opti.onaL materials. The treatment group used 

these in o rganiv.ed discussion groups and the control group 

used these on their own. Correct answers to these questions 

were posted each week. An example of the Assessment Ques

tions appears in Appendix A.
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r>. Each wi'ok the l,wo groups received the same list 

oJ' topics to bo studied along; with specific references for

each topic. An example of a lis t of topics is in Appendix A.

6. doth groups hail material differentiated into

required and optional sections. The treatment group.) received 

this material from the .Learning guide and the control group 

received this material, from the lectures.

7. Each week both groups received the same list of 

objectives which related to the topic being studied. An 

example of the lists of objectives appears in Appendix A.

8. both groups of students took the same tests at

I la1 same I. ime .

c). The population of the study was limited to the 

freshman student nurses taking chemistry at the Evanston 

Hospital School, of Nursing; (Evanston, Illinois) during the 

IdfO-ldll school year.
The experimental data for the study came from these 

sources: (l) teacher-prepar’ed tests of ohemisti-y .achieve

ment, the Scale to Measure Attitude Toward Any School.

Subject, and (j) several behavioral, indications of interest

i.u chemistry, namely, the amount of time spent studying 

chemistry, and attendance at optional films. Both attitude 

and achievement data were analyzed statistically by using 

the ana Lysis of variance technique. When it was appropriate, 

pretest measures were used as covariates to adjust for initial 

differences between groups. Assumptions underlying analysis
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ol‘ \ ;u'i;iiicu uiul covariance were tested iri eacli case and the 

results o.l' these tests appear in Appendix E.

Since students in both the control, and treatment 

groups did not al l l.aku; their medical and .surgicaJ nursing 

courses in the same order, this data was al.so analyzed to 

de torailne the effect o.L' the order of taking the two nursing 

courses.

Several basic assumptions were made in this study 

and t h e s e  appear below.

1. The SCAT test and first semester grade point 

average could be used to measure general, academic ability.

2. The writ ton Seale to Measure At titude Toward Any 

School Subject doul.d be used to measure attitude toward

cllemis try .

Since it has been reported that behavioral measures 

art; va l.i.d indicators of science interest, tiie attendance at 

optional chemistry films and time spent studying chemistry 

would be reasonable indicators of student attitude toward 

ehein i s t ry .

■I. The !endlor-p/’opared tests, which were written 

from I he l is ts of behavioral objectives that the students 

received each week, could be used to measure student 

achievement in chemistry.
The Cooperative Science Test in Chemistry could 

be used to measure initial knowledge of basic chemistry.

b. Since both the treatment and control groups
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wen; experiencing some thing new, the Hawthorne effect would 

he equa 1 i/eil.

7. A class session of two hours each week (treatment 

group) was equivalent to two c l ass sessions of one hour per 

session each week (control. group).

One I'.i.iid.i.np; from this study was that there was no 

significant d.Lff e rerico be twee., students who took medical 

or su rg.i ea I nursi.iip; first in either tlieir achievement in 

ch omi s t, r y or tlieir altitude toward chemistry. Another' 

findinp; I'ruin the study was that there was no statistically 

significant difference between the control and treatment 

groups in aehieveiiien I in chemistry. However, there was 

a s t a t.i s I i.ca I. I. y non-significant increase in the difference 

between the achievement of the two groups which became larger 

u i. Hi time. If this trend wore to continue, the achievement 

of the treatment group would soon become significantly 

higher than that of the control proup. Analysis of all the 

attitude data showed that there were no significant difference 

be tween the con tro l and treatment groups in tlieir attitude 

toward chemistry. From the data which related to the students 

alt Liudes toward the experimental me tliod of instruction, it 

was found that there were a variety of opinions about the 

nit'I hod. Although some of the students favored the method, 

a s i/ah l.e group J'e.l t insecure when aspects of self-study 

wore used in a course which was difficult for them.
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CONCLUSIONS

The To 1.lowing conefusions were drawn I'rom the data 

at tlie end of tlie experiment.

I . The ordei’ ol‘ taking medical and surgical nursing 

has no effect on o.i. ther achievement in eliemistry or attitude 

toward cliemis try.

,1. A method oi individualized instruction which 

uses a learning; guide and smaiJ. group discussion can he used 

Ln a chemistry course i’or s Ludeiit nurses without sacrificing 

academic achievement. The achievement of students in the 

experimental class was at least as high as the achievement 

of students who were in the control class. In fact, the students 

in the experimenta I. class scored higher, although nori- 

s Lgnifican t.Ly so, on seven of eight parts of the achievement 

lewis. Also, 11 appeal’s from the data that if the experiment 

had run for a longer’ period of time, the achievement of the 

students who were in the experimental class would have 

become significantly greater than that of the students in 

thi’ control class. Therefore, not only can the individualized 

method he used without sacrificing academic achievement, hut 

it also appears I.hat once accustomed to the method, students 

may achieve more than in a traditional class. This 

interpretation, of course, needs further study.

1. facts, principles, and concepts of chemistry 

can he transmitted to students as effectively by means of 

a wj i then Lea ruing; guide as by the traditional .lecture.
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The achievement; ol' students in the experimental class which 

received material by the vehicle of the .Learning guide was 

at least as high as the achievement ol' students in the 

control, class which received material, by the vehicle ol the 

oral .lecture'. Once' tills conclusion is made it can be pointed 

out that, the written .Learning guide also lias the advantage

o.l.' Lieing adaptable to students ol' different abl.Ld.ties in 

the same class. Students of different abilities could use 

different forms of the same Learning guide.

'l. The use of this method of individuallzed 

i ns true L Lon has the advantage of freeing the instructor to 

work with individua 1 students who have special problems.

A.I. i hough this is usually considered to have intrd.nsic value, 

the prae tica L value of it may be questioned. Specifically, 

in this experiment the more individualized attention did 

not resuLt in significantly greater achievement on the part 

of the students.

5. The data wJiicli relates to student attitudes 

toward chemistry shows that the method of instruction has 

no s i.gnl f.Lca 111 effect on student nurses' attitudes toward 

cliemis t ry. Specif ioa l.iy, there were no significant differences 

between the treatment and control group on the attitude 

post test, the time reported spent studying chemistry, or 

the number of optional films attended.

b. Comments made by students in the treatment group) 

ind irate that there were a variety of feelings concerning;
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(.lie <'X|M' r i men Lai method o.l.' instruction. Some students l.ikod. 

(lie method ol' ins I, rue tion because of the closer personal.

11 I I 1'iil.i on (dial, they received. Other students disliked the 

me I hod because they were afraid that they would not l.oarn 

as much in the experimental, class as they would in a lecture 

class. Still others l.iked learning by means of the learning' 

guide but wanted to do it on tlieir own at their own time 

i'a t Imr than in o rga iii/ctl groups. Some of the students' 

siiggos I i.oils cou l d be tried and tested in other experiments.

ILECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This study raises several questions which have not 

yel been answered. These questions in turn suggest areas 

lor further study and experimentation. Some of tiie questions 

and problems that were raised tiy this study appeal1 below.

I. Can the results of this experiment be replicated 

by someone else?

.?. Would the same results be obtained if a group 

of students other than student nurses were used in the 

e x pe r.i men t ?

1. Would the apparent difference in the achieve

ment of ( lie (.wo groups become s La tis tical.l y significan t 

if the experiment; we.re run for a longer period of time?

;l . Did t he students need a certain amount of time 

to become accustomed to the new method of instruction 

before a maximum achievement Level could be reached?
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5. Would the same results be obtained ii the dis

cussion groups wci'c not included in the experimental method?

b. Would the same results be obtained if the students

uere a I lowed to form tlieir own study gi'oups rather than be 

assigned to groups?

7. Won Lil the same results be obtaiined if students 

wore no I required to come to an organized class to work, but 

wore allowed to work on the learning guide on their own

and on tlieir own time?

8 . l)o high, middle, or low ability students achievo 

more from one method or the other?

Tiie answer’s to these questions would provide additionaJ 

i n to ruin t.i.011 regarding the type of individualized instruction 

I hai can be used effectively as a means of teaching a group

ol' students of lie tex'ogeneous ability or background in the

same course.
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Unit I Atomic Structure

Lis t of Topics and References
Topics References

Part
a. Basic Review ASB, frames 1- 166

b. Parts of Idle 
and the i r clu

a tom 
ii np;o C1IEMS, 6-1.1, 6- I . 2

c . Atomic uumbe r CI LEMS , 6-1.3
d . TIh > sizes of at oms Cl LEMS, 6-1.3; 20 th Cent 

pp. 27-28; CHEMS, 13-2.
e . Mass numbers 

iso topes
and

CHEMS, 6-1.3
f. Energy level 20 tli Cent, pp. 29-30

Part 2

a. Energy lev els

I). Quantum numbers

c. Atomic urbil;a.ls

QV, p p .  2 I 9 - 2 2 2  

QV, p p .  2 2 3 -2 2 3

cilems, pp. 2 6 i - 2 6 3 ; 
QV, p p .  2 3 7 - 2 3 3 ,  pp. 223-232

Key to Re l’o re ucos

ASH (Dawson, Charles P., oil. Atomic Structure and Bonding,
A Basic Systems P r o g r a m . New York: Appletori-Century-
C r o f t s , 1962.)

CILEMS (Pimeiitoi, teori,;e C. , eel. Chemistry: An Experimental
Science. San Francisco: W . I E  Freeman and C o . , 19^3 • )

20 th Cent. (Routli, Joseph 1. 20th Century C h emistry.
Philadelphia: W. D. Saunders Company, 1963-)

QV (Qua,"; 1 iano , J. V. , and E. M. Vallarino. Chemistry.
En,"; Le wood Clj.JLTs , N. : Prentice-IIall, inc., 19^9-)
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Ob Jim; lives for Unit 1 - Atomic Sti'ucture

These ai'e a tatements of terminal bulmviors wliich the 
student should be able to performi alter completing this unit.

Part I

a. Choose the correct del'inition ol' a term from a List 
of definitions and choose the term correspundin^ to 
a given definition from a List ol terms.

0 nucleus 8) discreet energy'> \ e Lee troii levels
3 proton y) iso tope
/|) neu ti'o 11 1 0 ) electron cloud
3) atomic number 1 1 ) octet rule
61 atomic weight 12 ) she J. L
7) mass mniiLier '3) sub-she 1 J.

Di stinguish Lie tween correct and incorrect statements
o.l' fact regarding!

t) components oi an atom
2) composition of the nucleus of an atom
3 ) mass and charge of each component of an atom
h ) energy of electrons in relation to tlieir distance 

from the nucleus
3 ) details of the Rutherford experiment
6 ) number of electrons in each principal energy level

e. Understand the relationship between the components of
an atom and its charge, mass, and atomic number.

1) Calculate the relative mass and charge of an atom 
from a knowledge of tlie number of electrons, 
protons and neutrons.

2) Calculate the atomic weight of a mixture of isotope
knowing the number of electrons, protons, and
neutrons in each isotope and the percentage of eacli
Isotope .

Part
a. Choose the correct definition of a term from a list 

of definitions and choose the term corresponding to 
a given definition from a .List of terms.

1) atomic orbital.
2) ground state
3 ) excited state
) quantum number

3 } Ilund's Rule 
(>)6) Pau.Li Exclusion Principle
7 ) building up principle
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Dis linguish between eorruct and incorrect statements 
ol' fact regard In;’;:

the shapes oJ' a tom.ie orbitals 
d) the mo vemeii t o.l' an electron l'i'om the (’.round state 

to an ejcc.i. led state

Recognize cori'ec t and ijicurroi: t representations of 
the electron configuration of an element given the 
atomic number of that element.

the filling of atomic orbitals

Calculate the energy needed to move tin electron from 
one energy level to another given the energy of the 
electron at each level.
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UNIT I - ATOMIC STRUCTURE 

Part I

In tills uni t you will study the structure oi' the 
atom. Vou will .learn about its basic components arid some 
ol the ways in wh i ch these componen ts Interact. J I' you are 
very unsure o.l' this ma terra I , you can review some basic 
ideas by going; through the i'irst throe sections ol the 
pro,”, rammed text, Atomic Structun: .and Ponding. The sections 
are those on The Atom, Charge, and Electron Con J.'i(i;uration.

I . Parts ol' the Atom and Their Charge

a. Read CILEMS, sections 6-1.1 and 6-1.2

( I) Name the three major components of an atom.

(li) Draw a simple model to show the relationships 
among these components.

(i) How much does each of these contribute to the
mass of an atom? (Give the mass oi’ an electron 
as a de c i m a l .)

(j) What is the charge of each of these components?

( 3 ) Describe the composition of the nucleus oi' an 
atom.

(b) Approximately what proportion of the mass of an 
atom is contributed by the nucleus?

b. Atoms gain 01’ lose electrons in chemical reactions 
Ini t. they do not ,”;a.i.n or lose protons. T h e r e f o r e , 
in order 1'or (.lie charge of an atom to change, it 
must gain or lose o.l u ctrons. Changes in proton 
number occur only i.11 nuclear reactions. Tills is 
the subject oi' rad Loetctivity which will Ire studied 
la ter.
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( l) 1 :1' an electron is added to any neutral atom, 
wha I is the charge on tliat atom?

(2 ) 11' two electrons are removed from any neutral 
atom, wliat is the charge on that atom?

(')) A n  atom of tiie element magnesium has 12 neutrons
and 12 protons in its nucleus. How many electrons 
does a neutral, magnesium atom have?

(■ I ) A magnesium ion witii a charge of plus 2 lias:

(a) I low many electrons?

(b) llow many neutrons?

(c) llow many protons?

Atomic Number

a. Head CHEMS, section 6— 1 . ̂1

(l) Define atomic number in your own words.

(2 ) If you know the number of electrons and protons 
in any neutral atom, tell how to determine the 
atomic number' of that atom.

(.'.}) Give the atomic number of two elements and tell 
how many electrons and protons tire in each atom 
of that element.

). The Sizes of Atoms

a. Read CHEMS, section 6-1.3

( I) From what you have read h e r e , could you draw
011 tliis piece of paper a model which accurately 
represents the relative size of the nucleus of 
an atom to the rest of the atom?
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(.?) Willi so much empty space prcsont in an atom,
why do you suppose we cannot see* through solid 
o 1 > j c c t s ?

l». Read 20tli Cent, pp. 27-28. Read the sections on 
tlio structure oi the atom and the nucleus.

( 1 ) Di’aw a model oi‘ an alpha particJ e showing the 
number of neutrons, electrons, and protons.

Summarize the Ruthex’ford expex'iment and expiuin 
Hie contribution that Rutherfox'd made to our 
knowledge of the atom.

c. Fox’ a more detailed discussion of the Rutherford 
experiment read CILEMS, section 1^1-2. 'J

'l . Mass Number and isotopes

a. We said eartiex’ that each of the atoms of an 
element ha.s the same number of protons in its 
nucleus. We can identify any element by the 
number oi' px’otons that it contains. This number 
is the atomic number. Any atom that has eight 
I > i*o tons is oxygen, no mutter how many electrons or 
neutrons that it lias. Any atom that has seven 
protons is nitrogen, no matter what the rest of 
the a l.oin looks Like.

ALL atoms of an element do not, however, have tiie 
same mass. The weights of the different oxygen 
atoms, fox’ example, vary. Some of them are heavier 
than otJlex's.

( l) Almost all of the mass of an atom is contributed 
by the protons and neutrons. Which of these do 
you suspect will vary in atoms of the same 
element having; different weights?
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( 2) Ex p 1 ain y o u r answer.

A Loins o.l' an o I onion L which have different numbers uf 
neutrons are oa.LJ.od iso Lopes. These atoms have the 
same atomic number but, di lie roll t mass number.

Read CILEMS, see Lion (>-1.3

(l) Draw a model showing the number oi electrons,
protons and neutrons in deuterium, an isotope ol 
hydrogen. Compare this to the model ol an alpha 
p a L i e  .l.e that you drew belore.

Draw a mode.l. showing the number ol electrons, 
protons and neutrons in an atom ol hydrogen.

('}) Ail atom ol an element contains 17 protons and 
.'10 neutrons. Name the element.

(J|) Del ine atomic number.

(5 ) Define mass number.

Since most iiatural l.y occurring elements are composed 
of mixtures of isotopes, tJie atomic weights for 
these elements are not whole n u m b e r s . They represent 
the average weight ol' the isotopes involved.
Ordinary chlorine, lor example, lias 17 protons and 
IS neutrons and a mass number of 35- The naturaliy 
occurring iso topic ol chlorine lias 17 p r o t o n s , 20 
neutrons and a mass number ol 37* To calculate 
the atomic weight of the mixture ol these isotopes 
as they exist in nature, we must know the percentage 
ol each iso topic. We know that chlorine-37 makes 
upj about 2h.b'^> ol the chlorine in nature and that 
chlorine-35 makes upi about 75* of the chlorine
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in nature. The average weight is called the atomic 
weight oi naturally occurring chlorine. it is 
equal to:

Average - ^  5 .-141 0 5 )  + .P .? ) _ 3 , 3Average - 100% “
The a toinio weight that is repoi’ted for chlorine is 
ha.sod 011 this mixture of isotopes and is 
a pp roxlimi t e 1 y 95 • 5

( l) Natural ly occurring; boron is made up of two
i so Lopes . Iio.ro 11 — 10 makes up about 19% of the 
total, and Heron-1 I makes up about 8 1% oi' the 
to ta I .

(a) Mow many protons, electrons arid neutrons 
are i.n each oi' these isotopes?

(b) Calculate the atomic weight that should
be reported for naturally occurring boron.

(.'2) If the charge of the nucleus and the arrangement 
oi' e l ec trams surrounding it are the most 
.important considerations in the way that atoms 
behave toward other atoms, what differences 
would you expect to see in the way ox y g e n - 1b 
and oxygen - 1 8 beha ve toward o ther atoms?
Explain.

5. Energy Levels

a. The electrons which surround tire nucleus of an atom 
are located at discreet distances from the nucleus, 
and these distances represent different energy levels. 
The electrons closest to the nucleus are at the 
lowest energy level and the electrons farthest
from the nucleus are at the highest energy level..

b. Head .'20th Cent, p. 129- '3 0  (Electron Shells and 
Electron Subshet.l s)

(l) How many electrons can occupy energy levels 
1,2,'} and 1̂? (K,L,M and N)
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( .? ) llow iruvjiy el.ee Irons J'orm a stable ai'ranyemerrt 
In each she.I. .1. ?

(l) Wliat is the octet rule? 1 1' you can't 1'ind the
answer here, try to i'ind it In another reference.

(h) What Is true oi’ electrons in the same shell but 
dilTorent siibshei Ls ?

(3 ) Te l. L how many subsholls tbere are ±11 tlie K,b,M 
and M shells.
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/Isscssmen t Questions fur Unit X - Atomic Structure

Part. I

I. Wlio.ro arc elect runs located in ail atom and how much do
I.hey con Lrlbii to to the* mass oi an atom?

. ('arbon- I 2 has ail a tomlr number o.f 6 aiid a maws number
o.L' I.?. Tel.l how many electrons, protons and neutrons 
arc present in a Jieutrai atom oi' c a r b o n - 12.

i. Tlie atomic number ol' calcium is 20. The atomic weight
nf calcium is given as f10.1. Explain why the atomic 
weight is given as a doeimaJ and not a whole number-.

•I. What must happen to an atom ol magnesium-2^1 lor the
charge on it to change J'rom zero to plus 2? llow is the
charge on any atom changed?

r). What significance did Until or ford • s experiment iiave in
developing our knowledge ol atomic structure? Tell what 
the experiment was and the inlormation that was obtained 
1'roui it.

(). What, is meant, by "atomic number’"?
7. What, is meant by the terms "atomic weight" and "mass

number"?
IS. Del’lne "energy level."

(). What is the relationship between the distance an
electron is from the nucleus and the energy level ol
the electron?
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UNIT .1. - ATOMIC STRUCTURE 

Part 2

I . Energy Levels

a. Read QV, ].|>. 2 \l)-222

I). The simples t sys tom i'or .studying tlio relationship 
between a nue.l ous and tlio surrounding electrons is 
the hydrogen a. tom, because a hydrogen atom is made 
up ol just one electron and one proton. The electron 
«'.au exist, at several diiTe rent distances from the 
center ol the nucleus.

(l) Wliat is the term used to describe the various 
distances that an electron can be Prom the 
nucleus ?

(,?) Compare the stability ol a hydrogen atom in the 
ground state and excited state.

(i) Compare the electrostatic attraction between 
the nucleus and electron of a hydrogen atom 
when the electron is in the; energy Level 
corresponding to n=I and when it is in the 
energy Level, corresponding to n='j*

(j) Given that the energy value ol the hydrogen atom 
in the ground state is - 3 1 3 * 6  kcal. and the 
energy value ol the hydrogen atom in the lirst 
excited state (n=<3) is kcal, explain
wliat is needed to move an electron Irom the 
ground s tale to the lirst excited state. Tell 
whether energy must be added or taken away and 
how much.

(3 ) 1 ! a hydrogen atom in the ground state is irradiated 
by an energy source emitting 3 * 5  ev ol energy, 
what energy level will the atom be in alter it 
has been irradiated? Explain.
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Qua alum Numbers

a. You have now boon introduced to the principal
quantum number, n . The principal quantum number’ 
rui'ers to the average distance that an electron is 
i'roin the nucleus ol an atom. There are three 
additional quantum numbers which are used to 
deline the energy ol an electron in an atom. The 
second quantum number describes the shape ol the 
orbital, that an electron' is in. (Orbitals will 
be discussed in detail in the next section.) The 
third quantum number’ is the magnetic quantum 
number, m . It describes the energy ol electrons 
having; the same orbital quantum number umler the 
lull nonce i l l '  a magnetic H e l d .  For example, there 
are three orbitals called p orbitals which are ene 
yetieatly equivalent in the absence ol a magnetic 
field, but which dlll'er in the presence ol' a 
magnetic l.iold. The fourth quantum number’ is the 
sp.'m quantum number, s . An electron can spin in 
one ol' two directions around its own axis. The 
spin quantum number can be either + [, or -I.

( I) in your own words explain what each ol the
Tour quantum numbers represents.

(a) Principal quantum number

(b) Orbital quantum number’

(c) Magnetic (plan turn number

(d) S] iln ipian turn number’

b. For a detailed explanation ol quantum numbers, 
read QV , pp. ’’‘’h .

Atomic Orbitals

a. The enerp.y ol an electron is determined primarily 
by its principal quantum number-, n; tha.t is, by 
the distance that the electron is Iroin the nucleus
ol the atom. In our model, of the atom, however’,
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we J'.i.ml Ilia I, tliorc may be sub-levels ol' dii'J.’erent 
energy in the pi'incipaJ levels, T h e  sub-levels
are called orbituIs. In each orbital there may be 
a maximum ol' two electrons. When two electrons 
are present, I.hoy must spin in tiie opposite direction 
.from each other, In other words, they must have 
opposi te' spin quantum numbers. Orbitals are 
named by iden Li.fy.inp; the principal quantum number 

etc.) and a. letter which indicates the 
shape of the orbital (s,p,d,.f). Orbitals are
then named Is, 2s, Ip, l̂s, 1̂1, etc. Since an 
orbital may have 1 or 2 electrons in it, a way is 
necessary to give this information. A superscript 
Is usually used to tell the number oi' electrons 
Lu a particular orbital:

I 2 i 2 2Is , Is , 2p , '}s , ,'jp

h. for a description of the shapes of the orbitals
see CIIKMS, pp. 2 b I - 2 b '), and Q V , pp. 217-2-,l 3 .

( l) Describe the shape of the s, p, and d orbitals.

(2 ) llow many electrons can be present in each orbital?

( '}) llow many s, p , d and 1’ orbitals are there in
each of (lie first Jour principal energy levels?

(̂ l) Describe an electron in a 3p orbital. How Jar
i.s if from the nucleus? (in terms ol- the 
principal quantum number?) Where can the electron 
in i;he ;jp orbital, be Located? Draw a picture 
oJ- a '31> orbital.

c. As a toms increase in size they contain more protons 
and more electrons. The electrons occupy specific
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orbitals, and the filling of these orbitals follows 
specific rules. Read Q V , pp. 225-232 for rules 
concerning the filling of atomic orbitals and 
examples of the electrons filling the orbitals.

( l) (Jive the ground state electron configuration
of the first ten elements. (atomic numbers 1- 10 )

1’ 2 hE x a m p L e : Oxygori-H: Is 2s 2p .

(.?) For these ten elements draw a model of the
individual orbitals and the electrons in each.

Example
x lip

y
2p

(3 ) What is the Pauli Exclusion Principle?

(•'l) What is llund ' s Rule? Give two examples where 
Hand's Rule is fo flowed as the orbitctis are 
1 1 1  l e d .
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Assessment Questions Tor Unit 1 - Atomic Structure

Part

I . .Lf the energy of an electron is >̂0 kcal lower in one 
energy level than it is in the next, and the electron 
is irradiated with a h0 kcal energy source, where will
I he electron end up after this irradiation? Explain.

. Compare tin' pi’ineipa 1 quantum number and the spin 
quantum number.

1. What are quantum numbers used for?

'l . What are the difforoiices between an. s orbital and a
p orbital?

r>. Compare and contrast a Is orbital and a 2s orbital.

b . Draw a mode I showing; the electrons in each orbital for
an element having- an atomic number of 1 1̂.
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TEST OF ATTITUDES TOWARD CHEMISTRY
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T E S T  O F  A T T I T U D E  T O W A R D  C H E M IS T R Y

9 9

.1 iim Li'iic ttons

1’Lon .sc road each ol the To.L.Lowing statements care- 

I'uL.I. y. Put a chock mark (>/) ir you agree with tLie statornerit. 

Put, a cross ( X ) LI you disagree with the statement. II 

you simply cannot decide about a statement, you may place 

a question mark beside it.

There are no right or wrong answers to these questions. 

People diller in their opinions on them. Just indicate 

your own opinion by chocking those statements with which 

you agree and placing a cross beside those with which you 

disag-.reo .

  1. No matter wliat happens, this subject always comes
I'irst.

  2 . I would rather study tills subject than eat.

  3. 1 Love to study this subject.

  h. Tills subject is ol great value.

  5. Tliis sub joc t Lias an irresistible attraction lor me.

  b. I really enjoy this subject.

  7. This subject is profitable to everybody wLio takes it.

  8 . This subject develops good reasoning; ability.

  9. This subject is very practical.

 10. Any student who takes tills course is bound to be
benefited.

 II. This subject teaches me to be accurate.

 12. This subject is a universal subject.

 13* This subject is a good subject.
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Ail ol' our great men studied this subject.

This subject is a culLurai subject.

Ai.L lessons and all. methods used in this subject 
are clear and definite.

This subject is O.K.
1. am w.i. 1 1 i 11 ,< >; lo spend my time studying; this subject.

This sub jee I is not receiving; its due in public
high schools.

'Pills subject saves time.
'Phis subject is not a bore.

This subject is a good pastime.

1 don't believe tills subject will do anybody any' 
h a r m .

1 am careless in my attitude toward this subject, 
but 1 would not Like to see this attitude become 
g enera!.

1 haven't any definite like or dislike for tliis 
subject.
Phi.s subject will, benefit only the brighter students.

My parents never had this subject; so 1 see no 
merit in it.

.L couLd do very well without tills subject.

Mediocre students never take this subject; so it 
should be eliminated from schools.

The minds of students are not kept active in this 
subject.

1 am not interested in this subject.

This subject does not teach you to think.

This subject is very dry.

This subject reminds me of Shakespeare's play—
"Much Ado About No t h i n g . "
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35* ^ have no desire i'or this subject.

36. I have seen no value in this subject.

37. I would not advise any one to take this subject.

3 8 • This subject is based on "logy" ideas.

39. Tills subject is a waste ol time.

t̂O. it is a punishment Tor anybody to take this subject.

I. Tliis subject is dis l.iked L>y all students.

■’id. I. look Loi'ward to this subject with horror.

•Vi . ! iletest this subject.

•Vl . Tliis subjec t is the most undesirable subject taught. 

‘'1 5 . i hate this subject.

Copyright 196.0, Purdue Research Foundation, Reprinted with 
Permi ss.i.on.
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STUDENT FORM FOR RECORDING STUDY TIME

1 0 2
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Record ol Time Spunt Studying,• Chemistry

On this form _L would like you to keep a daily 
record ol' ( lie ainoiint ol Lime ilia L you spend studying chemistry 
outside ol class. At the eiul ol each week, add the hours 
together to g;ivo Liu; total lor the week.

Estimate your study time to the nearest quarter 
hour. ( I ■! hours, .!([ hours, etc.). Put a zero lor the days 
I ha I you don't do any studying. Don't leave any places blank.

Keep this record with your chemistry notes and 
hr.iuj; It 1o class each day.

Week Number

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Tliui’s day

i’rida y

S; i tu L’t la y

Sunda y

Total
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TEACHEP-MADE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

10>l
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST I

Part I

I. Isotopes are:
a.. atoms oi' tlio same element having dlfl'eren t numbers 

o (' neutrons.
b. e Laments having the same weight but diffei'erit numbers 

of pro tons.
e . atoms of (l.iiTorent elements which weiyli tire same.
d. atoms of tlio same element having; different numbers

of protons.

. 'l'lie total number of pro tons and neutrons in an atom is
equivalent to its:
a. atomic number
b. atomic weight
c_. mass number
d. molecular weight

The number of electron.1 that can be present in the second 
principal enei'gy level of an atom is: 
a .
L>. b
d . IIS

'l . An atom has six electrons, six protons and six neutrons. 
Its mass number is:
a . (>
b. II’
c . 18
d. T.l

5. An atom which lias lost three electrons has a charge of:
a . - 3
b . +3
c . 0
it. Tiie charge cannot Lie determined from this information.

a. The nucleus of an atom having atomic number 7 and mass
number Wl contains:
a. 7 electrons and 7 protons
b . 1̂1 pro tons .and 7 neutrons
c. 1̂1 neutrons
d_. 7 protons and 7 neutrons

7. One of the most surprising findings of Rutherford's
experiment was that:
a_. Some He nuclei were deflected at large angles by a

pnece of gold foil,
b. Many He nuclei passed through a piece of gold foil

undeflec ted.
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c. Alpha particles are positively charged.
d .  G o l d  i ' o i l  i s  c o m p o s e d  o i ’ a t o m s .

Element X exists in nature in two forms. One form lias 
5 protons, 5 electrons and 5 neutrons. The other form 
lias 3 protons, 3 electrons and 7 n e utrons. Approximately

of the atoms oi' tills element are in the first form
and 73$ in the second form. What atomic weight should 
lie recorded for1 e.lenient X? 
a . I O
lb. 11.3

1,1
d. 1 1 . 3

The total number of protons in an atom is equivalent to its 
a_. atomic number
b. atomic weight
c. mass number
d. molecular weight

An atom has 3 electrons, 3 protons and 'J neutrons. Its 
cl large is:
H • +_)
b . - 3
c_. 0
d. +b

Which of these statements best expresses tlio relationship 
between the energy of an electron and its distance from 
the nucleus of an atom?
a. The closer an electron is to the nucleus the higher

is its energy.
Jj . The farther’ an electron is from the nucleus the 

higher is its enei’gy.
c. The energy of an electron does not depend upon its

distance from the nucleus but upon its spin only.
d. The energy of an electron does not depend upon its

distance from tiie nucleus but upon the size ol' the
n u c l e u s .

The Group 1IA elements have how many electrons in their 
outer.’ shell?
a . I
b. :?
c . 0
d. it varies for eacli element in this group.

Elements in the third period of the periodic table have
how many electrons in their outer shell?
a . d
b. 3
e. 3
d. ft varies for each element in this period.
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I'l . Which s ta Lemen L hos t uxpi’usses the relationship betwei 

aLoiilie struc Lure and periodically recurring; proper td.e: 
;i. Elements which have the same number o! electrons

j.11 their J/irst and second shells have similar’ 
proper lies.

I). Elements which have the same number ol electrons
in their firs I shell, on Ly, have .similar proper tie: 

r_. Elements which have similar atomic s true lure have
similar proper ties. 

d . There .is no relationship.

Ir». The electrons in the outer shell of an atom are ca.l .l.ui
a_. valence e I re Irons
b. orb.i. ta.I e I ec Irons
e. bond lap; electrons
d . s ta b I. e el e c t rolls

](>. As one proceeds I'rom left to I'ipht In a period of the 
period j.c tab l.o :
a. each atom has one more neutron than I lie atom 

11 r e c e d 111 p; i. L .
b. the atoms become more highly chai^ml.
e . the |iro[ier ties oJ‘ these elements are very similar
(K every atom has one morn olee tron and one inox'O pro

than the atom preeedinp; it.

1 • The symbol, for si Ivor
< i . Si
h . S 1
c . A i
d . A11

s . Me; .is the symbol, lor:
: i . Magnesium
b. Manp;a nose
c . i L’on
<1 . lead

<). .Ma i s tlie symbo 1 lor:
a . No ran.i urn
I) . i\a Limn
o . Sodium
d . I’o tas s.i.i im

o . An element with atomic.
a . period
b. period ')
<• . pcr.i.nd 'i
d . p e i' i.od a

number 10 is in:

s?

1 :

Lon
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Elements X and Y are both in the same group in the 
periodic table. Which oi these statements is true?
a. X and Y have different charges.
b. X and Y have the same charges but very different 

properties.
c. X and Y have similar properties but their atomic 

structures are not similar.
d. The atomic structure and properties of X and Y 

are similar’.

Element Z lias the following- orbital electron configuration© ® ® ® ©
I s 2 s 2p 2p 2 p„\ y z

llow many bond Lug orbitals does element Z have? 
a . 0
b. I
e. 'l
d. 5

Elements M and L combine to form a molecule. The 
electron configurations for these elements are:

Is 2 s 2p 2p 2 p 3 s

.. ®  ®  © ©  ©  o

m ®  <5D ©  <© ®  0
The formula for the compound that forms between M and 
L is probably:
a. M L
b. M,,L
c . ML
d. ML

The etements having- the highest ionization energy are 
found :
a. in the firs t group of the periodic table.
b. in the fourth period ol' the period.i.c table.
e. on tin; left side of the jreriodie table.
d_. on the right side of the periodic table.

An ion i s :
a. the same as a hydrogen atom.
b. any uncharged atom.
ĉ . a charged atom or groupo of atoms.
d. formed whenever the number of electrons and protons

in an atom is equal..
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:.\s .

d.

;so.

:n.

Li I.h.turn lias one valence electron and chlorine has 
seven valence o.l.ec trons. Which oi’ those compounds would 
be most I ikely to form?
a. 1/iCJ.
b. I/.LGI.
o. biCI.,-,

i
d. Li „ 0 1

I
ionization energy is:
a. the energy required to remove an electron from an 

a t o m .
b. the energy released when a neutral atom is formed, 
o . the energy required to form a neutral, atom.
d. the energy I’a|uj.rmI to form a stable octet.

In a c o vn l.eii t bond :
a. there is an attraction between oppositely charged 

i oils .
J2* a  p a i r  o f  e . L e c  t r o l l s  i s  s i i a i * e d  b y  t w o  a t o m s .
e. electrons a m  not attached to any atoms but are

moving freely among; all the atoms.
d. p m  tons are lost from one a tom and gainod by another.

Given the ionization energy values for these atoms, 
which bond woul.il most probably be the most polar?

A tom ionization Energy (ev)
u 1 7 .
V 16.2
w 9.1
X

a. U-W
1). V-W
c . U-X
(1. V-X

A negative ion is fox’iiied when:
a. d e c  Irons are removed from a neutral atom.
Jj. electrons are added to a neutral atom.
o. a covalent bond Joins two atoms.
d. a molecule is formed.

When a molecule forms:
a_. the molecule lias a lower energy value than the 

atoms which make it up.
b. the molecule has a higher energy value than the 

atoms which make it up.
c. the molecule lias the same energy value as the atoms 

which make it up.
d. This cannot be detei.’inined. It varies for each 

molecule.
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33. The loni/.ation energy of e.Lenient Q is 6.5 ev and the
ioni'/iution energy oi’ element R is 13-0 ev. A covalent 
bond forms !>e tween the atoms oi' these elements i'orming 
compound QR. Where would you expect the bonding- electron 
pair to spend most oi- its time? 
a_. on element R
b. on element Q
e. in between R and Q
d. Tliis cannot be determined.

P a r  t;

'53- The orbi La 1 e.Lec tron o
an ;i Loinic numbe r of 14
a . 2 2 '3 Is ,3s 2 p 3 y-a ;'a.6 )p 3d
h. '3 2 1 I s H s  2 s  3)i61
e . 3 2 2 Is' ,3s 3 1> 3s 4„ 3, 1 3p h  s
d. 3 3 6 Is 3 s 3)> 3 s

•y '>

.,'3p‘~
3-1 • A spherical orbital which contains two electrons is

a/an ________  orbital.
a_. s
b . p 
C . d
d. r

35* The orbital electron configuration ol’ carbon (atomic 
number 6 ) is correctly represented as:

© © © O o
b - © © © o O o
• • ( © © © © © o
'• C)

1 s
©
3 s

©
-|(x

©.31 >
y

<0 ©3 s

36. Only two electrons can be present in any one orbital
Is a statement of:
a. Ilund's Rule
b. 3'lie building up principle
c. Spin quantum Law
d̂ . 'PIio Pan.Li Exclusion Principle

37* The ground state energy of an electron is 10.5 ov, and
the energy ol' tliis electron wiien n=3 is 4.5 ev. 11'
this electron in tlie ground state is irradiated with
an energy source equivalent to 3 * 0  electron volts, the 
electron will:
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a. 1)0 moved to tlio first excited state.
b. be moved to the second excited state.
c_. s tay in tlie ground state.
d. be moved about half-way between the ground state

and the first excited state.
There is a kind of orbital which is shaped Like a duinbell 
Tliex'e are three of the se orbitals which are equivalent 
in energy. How many eiectrons can each of this kind 
of orbital hold?
ci. 2
b. 3
c. U 
d . b
s-bl.ock elements are:
a. a group of elements in the periodic table beginning 

with "s" such as silver- and strontium.
Jr. elements which have their highest energy electron

in an s orbital.
c. elements which have electrons in the s orbital.
d. elements which have electrons in the s stiell and

which can form cube shaped compounds.
Transition elements tire the same as:
a. s-block elements
b. p-block elements
c_. d-block elements
d. t-bloek elements
Period 2 of tlie periodic table is the same as:
a . Group II
b. tlie very short series
e_. the first short series
d. the second short series
book at the following- electron configurations and tell 
which elements have similar properties.
I . Is 2s 2p

. 2 2 6 .. 2 , „ 2 2 „ 6 2 , 22. Is 2s 2p 5s d. 1s 2s 2p J>s 'Is
3s 1 3. 2 2 1 s 2s o 62pr>3s" 4. 2 2 1s 2s 2p

a. I and 2
b . 1,2 and 3
c_. 2 and k

d . 2 , 3 and 1̂
Row 2 of the periodic table lias 8 elements in it because:
a. there are h orbitals with a capacity of 8 electrons 

that can be filled before getting to the next inert 
gas arrangement.

b. there are 8 orbitals to be filled in the second row,
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c . that is tin' way j.L was originally drawn.
(I. row I has 8 o Lements in it and 8 is a stable number.
llow many clusters ol nrbita.Ls having; approximately 
the same energy are there lor Ai’gon having; atomic 
number 18, and how many orbitals are there in each 
e 1 u s t e r ?
a. One cluster with nines orbitals.
b . Three clusters with 2 , 8 and 8 orbitals in the three

c.Lus tors .
c. Two clusters with 9 orbitals in each cluster.
d_. Three clusters with I , 1̂ and 1̂ orbitals in the

three c l u s t e r ’s.

(liven that the e I e e t ronega t iv 1 ty value ol b.i. is 1.0,
0 1. is 'J.O, Jl is 2.  \ and I1' is 1̂.0, tel 1. which ol the 
!o Ilowing Lists ol compounds is arranged in order ol
1 nc rea sing po.I.arl ty .
a_. bill, 111, b i.C.I , bib
h . b.i I1', bib 1 , 111, b.i 11
r . bid, bll, b i d ,  111
d . 111, b i d , bill, b.i.!

llow many pairs oJ‘ el.ectrons are shared in a double bond?
< I •
b .

A compound forms between atoms ol an element having 3 
bonding p orbitals and atoms ol an clement having 1 
bonding; s orbital. The shape ol the compound most 
c Lose l.y resembles :
a. a straight Line
L>. a triangle
c_. a pyramid
d. a square.
O.ivoii the orbital electron configuration ol element T, 
predict what kind ol bond will iorm between T-T.

10.1 ee troti conlj.guration:

a_. single bond
b. ionic bond
c . double bond 
<1. triple bond

( $ > © © © ©
1s 2 s 2p 2p 2p1 y 1 a
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Which sta lenient best expresses the relationship between 
l;he e I ee t ronep;a ti vi ty ol' an element and tlie position 
ol' l,he e.lenient in the periodic table? Elements with 
the highest electronegativity:
a. are in the p'oujis near’ the center ol' the periodic 

table .
b. a .re a I..I. ill the same period.
c. are on the left side ol' the periodic table.
d. are on the rip;lrl side ol' tlie periodic table.
lilec tronep.ativity is:
ii. a measure of the tendency of an atom to attract a 

shared pair of electrons to itself,
b. the energy required to remove an electron from an 

a tom.
e. a measure of the Lendency of an atom to become 

neu tra I..
d. tlie energy required to form a molecule.
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST II

Pa r I, I
When Uie equation  KCl.Oq —* ___KC.L +  O2 is balanced
the ooei'i'ieleii ts in front of' the compounds from left to 
rig-lit are:

d.

.1.
e .
b

'>

') 
• >

9

Yon have 23 grains of a substance whose molecular weight 
is 16 b gxmins per mole. llow many moles of tliis substance 
do you have?

3. You have to weigh out 0.78 mole of a substance whose
molecular weight is /|6.8 greens/mole. How many grams is

/| . What is tlie molecular weight of Pb(N0 -})2? The atomic 
weight of Pb is 207.2, N is 1 k . 0 and t) is 16.0.

5. if you mix 85 grams of AgNOj (MW=17<i) with 19^ grams of 
K;>Ci’0l| (MW=19^-0) how many grams of Ag^CrO/i (MW=332) 
will be formed?
a. 179 grams
b.. 83 grams
e. 166 grams
d. 332 grams

(i. Magnesium (2/|.3 g/mole) is oxidized completely by oxygen
according to the equation 2Mg + O2 —► 2Mg0. If you start
with 2/1.3 gx’ants of Magnesium and all the oxygen that you 
need, how many grains of MgO will be formed?

a . 7 • 2
b. 38 18
c_. O. b'l
d. 23

this?
a.. 36.3
1). 60 . 0
e. 0.0167
d. 0.78

a. 32.3 
b . 80 . 6
_e. /I0.3
d. 2/1.3
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In the reaction 2Fe + ^CliSO^ = Fep(SO;, + 3C11, the 
mate rial I.luit is oxicli/ed is:
Li. l''e 
h. CtiSO^
<• . Gil
11 . Fe •) ( S0/| ) .j

The oxidizing; agent in the reaction shown in fj 7 is:
a. Fe 
h. Fo+'-3 
o . Gu
d. Cu + 2

h . Raising the tomperature oi a reacting system increase's 
(lie rate ol ivaclion, lint does not increase the:
n_. activation energy.
h. number ol co 1.1 isions ol' molecules.
c. number of reacting; molecules with energy greater

than the activation energy.
d. speed ol' the reacting; molecules.

10. .In a chemical reaction, equilibrium is established when: 
a. no reaction is occurring;.
ja. there is no net change in the concentration of

reactants and products.
e . the concentration of reactants and products is equal,
d. tlie rate of formation of products is twice the rate

of formation ol’ reactants.
11. A cataiyst:

a.. increases the rate at which chemical equilibrium is 
reached.

b. raises the activation energy for a reaction.
c. increases the amount of product in a reaction.
d. Increases the amount of reactants in a reaction.

Ques tions 12 and I 'J refer’ to the following; diagram.

Po ten tial 
line i’g;y 
(Kcal/mole)

d 0

20
AX-40-

Reaction Coordinate
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I .'2. For the reaction A X 2— *  A + ^X, what is the value of 
the activation energy?
a . - 2 0  kca I.
11. + ̂1 2 . 0  kca I
e_. +62.0 kca I.
il 0 . 0  kca I

II. Which of ( lie fol l owing; s La Lemon ts its true concerning;
the energy o f the reactantts and protluc l..s for the
reaction A + 2X = AXp?
a. The reaction its eniJo the rmic .
L>. The net energy difference between reactants and

products is 6 2  kca.I.. 
c_. The ne t. energy dii'ference between reactants and 

products is 2 0  kcai.
d. The net energy difference between reac tants and

products is the same as the ac t.i. va Lion energy for 
llie forward react.Lon.

I -’l . Increasing the concentration of reactants in a reaction
mixture lias what effect on the rate of that reaction?
a. It decreases the rate of the reaction because the 

larger number of mo LecuJ.es make tilings proceed 
more slowly.

L>. It increases the rate because there is a greater 
chance of molecules colliding and reacting.

c. it lias no effect because the rate of a reaction 
is always constant.

d . It has no effect because only temperature changes 
can affect reaction rate.

15 . if the equilibrium concentrations for the reaction Ha +
1 0 = 2111 are II ;»=(,). 5 moles/liter, Xa=0 . 0 1  moles/liter
anti 111=0.5 mo l.es/.l j.ter, what is the value of the
etp i.i. 1 ibr i 11111 constant for this reaction?
a. 50
L). 100
e . I
d. 5 0 0 0

lb. Which of the .following; is an example of a steady state 
si I.1111 l ion ?
a. Water is running; into a sink at the same rate that 

the water is leaving; through a drain. The level, 
of the water remains constant.

b. A drop of water is in an air-filled balloon. 
Molecules of water" are entering and leaving the 
liquid phase at the same rate.

c. A chemical reaction is occurring in the forward 
find reverse directions at the same rate.

d. One book is placed on top of another book which is 
on a flat surface.
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How many gi’ams ol H;>SO/( (MW=‘l^) are there in 50t)ml of
a ')M aqueous .so tu Linn?
a . I 3 0 0  grams
]_>• I’l 7 grams
o. :‘()h grams
(I. none ol' these

llow many grams ol' K-jl’O/j (MW=2I2) would yoii use to
prepa re bOOm I ol' a I’M so.l 111. Lon?
a. 'l2 -l prams
_b. 2 3‘I grams
e. I .'-’ 7 prams
d . none ol' these

A solution in wlij.eh the dissolved solute exists in a 
state o:l equilibrium with the undissolved solute is 
said to be:
a. dilute
h. concentrated
c. saturated
d . s up e r s a t u :r; 1 t o< 1

What is the molarity ol" ^lOml ol' a solution ol' HC1 
(MW=ib.5) which contains 3 . 6 3  prams ol' dissolved solute?
a. 10.00 M
b. 3.63 M
c_. 2.30 M
d . I j\ 6 M

A solution is made by mixing 3 prams ol' AgNO-j with enough 
W£itei’ to give ^lOOml of total solution. What is the 
percent concentration ol' that solution?
a . 3 .0 0 %
b. 2 0 .0 0 %
c. 2 .3 0 %
d. I.2 3 %

A colloid which contains a liquid dispersed throughout 
another liquid is called: 
j_̂. an emulsion
b. a gel
c . a sol
d . an norosoI

Substances that dissolve in water to give solutions 
that conduct electricity are called:
a. solutes 
lb. electrolytes
c. conductors
d. ions
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.?•!. A homogeneous mixture oi' more than one material is 
caL.I.od a:
a. solvent 
L>. coiloiit
c . mixture 
d_. solution

.'.’5 - The hiearbona to ion (llCO-j ) in aqueous solution may
or1 aact as e.i.the.sr an acid or a base. An i;i|Uii tion

reac tion in whi ch i. t i s acting' as an acid is:

a. 1IC0 ” + ll.,0 = H,,C0,j O+

' ) 4>b_. 1 ICO “ + 11.,U = UO.~" + II 0^

c. 1 ICO + 11 = CO., + 2 1l,,0

d. IICO “ + Ol I~ = II,,CO + 0 ~ ~

■ '('>. Tito s ta teinen I whiolt best describes the relationship 
between the strength o.l' an acid and the size ol' the 
dissociation constant is:
a. The s in; 11 Lee the dissociation constant, the 

s trougor the acid. 
l». The Larger the dissocia tioii constant, the stronger

the ; i c1 c 1.
o . There is no relationship between acid strength and 

dissociation constant because acids do not 
dissoeia te.

d. There is no relationshlp between acid strength and
dissociation constant because dissociation constants 
are not used to describe the dissociation of' an acid.

2 J . in the reaction CH COO + II^O = CH C001I + Oil , which 
ol- the following is FALSE?
a. CJI COO is c'i base because it accepts a proton.
b. CH C00I1 is an acid because it donates a proton.
c. Oil is a base because it accepts a proton.
d_. II,,0 is a base because it accepts a proton.

.'JS. For the dissociation ClIjCOOlI = CH^COO + II+ , what is
the effect of adding more ClhjCOO- ions?
ii. The concentration oi' CJI-jCoOII goes up and the concen

tration of il+ goes down.
b. The concentration of CILjCOOH goes down and the concen

tration of 11+ goes up.
c. The concentration of both 11+ and CII^COOII go up.
d. This has no effect on the concentration of any oi'

the materials. They must stay constant.
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.'29. When HC1 is added to pure water which ol’ the following 
is true?
a. The concentration ol’ 11+ stays constant but the 

concentration of OIL” decreases, 
h. The concentration of 1I+ goes up hut the concentration 

oT 011“ stays the same. 
e_. 'Pile concentration oi J1+ ijoes up and the concentration 

oi’ 011“ goes down,
d. 'Phe concuji Lra tioJi oi both o.l’ these ions aJ.ways 

stays constant.

'10. Water is a very weak electrolyte. Which oi.’ those
statements is NOT TRUE about this weak electrolyte? 
a. both hydrojiium and hydroxyl ions are always present 

in water.
h. Water can act as either an acid or a base.
ĉ. Water is an excel.Lent conductor’ oi’ electricity.
(1. In pure water

'5 1. Choose.! the FAESE statement concerning acid strength:
a. A strong acid is always more concentrated than at 

weak acid.
I). A strong acid dissociates to at greater extent than 

a weak acid.
c. The dissociation cons fcant for a weak acid is always 

less than that oi a strong atcid.
d. One Liter ol.’ a IN solution oi’ a strong; atcid has

more hydrogen ions than one liter ol a IN solution 
ol a weak aicid.

12. 11 1IC1. is added to the carbonic acid-sodiurn bicarbonatte
huller system, the system resists changes in pH because:
a. the chloride ions i’roin 1IC.L combine witli the sodium 

ions Irom sodium bicarbonate to lorrn NaCl.
]j. the hydrogen ions combine with the bicairbonate ion

(UCO-f) to lorm the weak atcid (lI^CO^) which dissociates
to a smaller degree than HCl.

e. the H+ ions comliino with water molecules to lorm
ll.jO+ .

d. the chloride ions combine with the carbonic acid.

Part 2

5 5. 'Phe oxidation number ol chromium in K Cr O is:
a. + 5
b. -3 
c_. +6
d. +2
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d'l . Thu oxidation potential i'or Zn is +O.76 and the oxidation
potentia l, for Cu is -0 . 3̂ 1. in the oxida tion-reduc tion
reaction Z11 + Ou + 2 = Cu + + which way are electrons
transferred ?
a. from Cu to Zn+^
I). from Z11 to Cu

from Z11 to Cu + '~
d. from Zn+'~ to Zn

If). The equation  MnOo +  NaCl +  il2S(.h| —> __MnSO^ +
 NallSOij + __II-)0 +  d o  can be balanced by the technique
oJ' usinp; oxidation numbers. When the equation is 
balanced, the coefficient in front of H2SO/1 is:
a . I
b . 2

£•d . h

'J6 . Tiie reaction h202 + I" + H+ = H20 + I2 can be balanced
by usinp; half reactions. The half reactions are:

21~ — » 12 + 2e"

1I202 + 211+ + 2e"  > 2II0O
When the equa tion is bal anced, the coefficient in front 
of lb)0 is:

a . I
b. 2
c. q
d.

17- in the oxidation-reduction reaction KOH + Cl2 —* KCIO3 
+ KCi + ll20 , which of the atoms take part in either an 
oxidation or a reduction?
a. K, 0 , 01 and H
b. K, O, and Cl
c. K and C.l
d. Cl

28. The equilibrium constant for a reaction is affected by a:
a. chance in temperature.
b. chance in concentration of reactants,
o. catalyst.
d. change in the concentration of products.

19- for the reac tion 2H2 + 0 2 = 2Il20 , the rate of the reaction
in the forward direction is equal to:
a. k [lie} [°;i]
b. [ii;.o]:y t':•! ' t’ -1
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'lO ,

•I 1

c_. k [h;1
d . [H 2O]

a

At '100 di'VI-
21 It is h$.\
:i. 1111.'OllllC (.'(1
c o m uuit.r;11
a . 2 M
L). 0 . 77 M
c . 0. 23 M
d . 1.00 M

Us i up; tin.
the ecpij 1. LI
a . 0. 23 M
li* 1 .5;< M
c . 0 . 80 M
d. 2. 00 M

ucs C, the equilibrium cons tan I; for II;; + X;> = 
’Li‘ I. mole oi lie and .1. mole ol X 2 are

i.11 l.o a I liter container, the equilibrium 
on ol 11-) w.i.1.1 be:

info rma tion In number ^10 above, what will be

!t ■> Ap;NO-j disso l ves in water to (jive Ap; and NO-j~ . The 
solubility product expression lor this solution is:
c l  •

^  S  J )

l b  •
K s p

c .
^ s p

d  .
K « p

= £v.-+] + [w>;r]
= M  + [NQ-f] 

[AtfNO.J

■I 3. 11 Ap;+ ions and X ions are added to water, a precipitate 
will form when:

11 Ap;+ ions
ol ApjX wilJ
a . [Ap;+ x-
b . \̂.£+ x-
c. [a c + 1“
d . (ApT =

x-] / [a , i] = Kei|
is less than K Sp 
is greater than K sp

e<l
The solubility product ol PbCrO/j is about 2x 10"
What is the concen tra t J.on of P b  +  2 ions that are present
a t  e < p l i  1 1 b r i u n i ?

a . I./| x 1 0 - 8  M
b . 2 . 0  x io-i(> :
c . 1 . 0  x 10- l() .
d . h . 0 x I0- 8  M
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3 • 500 "' l of u I0~7 M solution ol' AgCi is added to ^00 ml
oi a I0“7 M solution of CuX. Which of the following
is true?
a. A precipitate of OuClp will form. (KSj, = 3.2 x 10- )̂
]x. A precipitate of Af;l will form. (K£p = I.O x 10“ ^)
e. No precipitate will. form.
d. .Ho th C u C  I. •> a nd Ap;.l. wi ll pi’ocipitate.

■'lb. The pil of a 0.000 1 M aqueous HGl solution is:
a. 0.000 1

!l 7. Tlie pH of a solution whose H+ concentration is '3-2 x 
1.0” ‘ is a pproxinia te l.y : 
a . 1.
b. -h
c . I 2 
d . h

'(8. The liydx’otien ion concentration of a solution is 2.0 x 
I.O-'" M. The pll of that solution is: 
a .
b. 1.7
c. 2.3
d. ;l

•V). What is the hydropen ion concentration at equilibrium
ol" one litex.* of a solution which is made with water and 
L mole of acetic acid? Ka fox’ acetic acid equals 1.8 
x 10-5. (OHjOOOU = CJl.jGOO- + 11+)
a. b.O x 10“ 3 M
b. 4̂.23 x 10“3 M
c. 1.8 x 10-3 M
d. 3.6 x 10--5 M

30. Calculate the pH of a buffered system that contains 2
moles of carbonic acid and 1̂ moles of sodium bicarbonate
In I. litex’ of so l ution. Ka = x L0“^ for the
dissociation of lb>GO^. (p^a = 6.36)
a. 2.00
b. 7.-72
c. 6.36
d. 6.66
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Final Examination 

Section A Units VX11 - XI 

Part I
I . Equal volumes ol' prises at the same temperature and pressure 

contain equal numbers el molecules is a statement ol':

a. The Kinetic Theory 
I). Charles' Law
c.. A v a g a d r o 's Hypothesis
d. Dalton's Law

2. Abso.Lu te zero Is the same as:

a. 0 degrees Centigrade
b. 273 degrees Kelvin
c. -273 degrees Kelvin
d̂ . -273 degrees Centigrade

3. The volume occupied by a mole ol any gas at standard 
temperature and pressure is:

a. dti'lex’ent lor eacli gas 
Jo. 2 2 .-’l liter's
c . I. .1. i t e r
d. ( > . 0 2 x 1 0*' J liter’s

•I. Two gases are placed together In a llask. The total 
pressure exerted by the two gases is 100 nun Hg. One 
ol the gases exerts a pressure ol /|0 mm. What is the 
partial pressure ol the second gas?

clo 6 0 111111
b . 3 0 m m
c. -’(O/lOO nuii
>1. 10 0  /hO nun

3. Standard temperature .and Pressure is:

a . 0 degrees Centigrade and 700 mm Hg
b . 0 degrees Kelvin and 7 6 0  nun Hg
c_. 0 degrees Centigrade and 7^0 mm Hg
d. 273 degrees Kelvin and 700 mm Hg

(>. To change a gas volume ol 6^10 ml to I (>0 ini at constant 
temporature requires that the pressure be:

a . top t cons tan t 
I >. doubled
c . tripled
d. quadrupled
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V • A s imp Lo o.r pas lias a volume of ?'GO ml. at 6 0 0  mm Up
pro ssu.ro a in a temperature of GO dopi’oos Gen t.i.prade.
The volume ilia L this pas occupies at 'lOO nun lip; pressure
and 'SO duprc e s Gent 1 j yr; i d e .i. s :

a . 'l.?5 m l.
1). 3 I S in 1.
r_. d r>5 ml
d. 1 133 ml

M. a p is lias a vo 1.nine of <S()() ml at 7 0 0  mm lip pressure and
a 1.empe ra la ire ol' l̂O deproes Gun L.Lprudo. The vol.nine that.
1 111 s pas oei u pi es at ST I’ Is :
a .
1,

T r)(> 111 *(i1 ■ * n i 11 ' • 
< * . SOI ml
d . dbO ml

'■>. W 11 ie.li ol' (In To 1 Low.i up; should be <; 1. a s s it \i ed as an
i m s a turn led hydroca rl ion?

a . a 1 ka lie
b. a Lkene
c . a Leo lie 1
d . amino

It). The name o.l' the a.l.kane liavinp; the structure GIl-jCIioGIIoCM-j
i s :

a . propane1
b. bn la tie
c . e Ilia lie
d . 1 lex a ne

1 1 . The name o 1' the orp'ania; radical Itavinp the formula
GII.(Gil.,- is:

11 . e Lliane
b. metby 1
e . e t.liy.l
d . pi’o pan e

i Wb a 1, Is l.ln name of the orpanj.c compound pictured below

II C l l ' jf f
CM - C H . ,  -  G -  C -  C I U , - C I C }i t

C1I,> CH..
t
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1 '> K
yy. 3 , '3 — <-1 line thy l.-̂l -e Lhylhojiano
b . .3-methy 1.-,'-, 3 -die tdiy ipentano
c . ,3-dime thy L-3-eiliy lliexane
d . '3-nietJiy 1-3 -e thy.Lheptane

The name ol’ the organic cornpoand pictured below is:
CH-5Cll;}CH;.GHCII:.CH2CII'>ClI'ji

CH3
a. 3-methyLnonane
b. 3-ethy.Loetane
e. 5-inetliy Loctano 
yl_. 3 -methy t octane
The name oi I.he i'ami 1 y til’ organic compounds having Ida.' 
rime, l.i.ona I. group T 0ti

-C-.I

xs:

a . alcohol
b. acid
c. ketone 
yl. aldehyde
Wliat, lamlly is this organic compound in? CH^CHoCIbyOfbjCI^CIl

a. anune
b.. a le olio .L
c. ketone
d . acid

Carbon, when bonded to lour other atoms, lias lour 
equivalent sp3 bonding; orbitals. Which ol’ the To.I lowing 
words best describes the shape ol the bonding; arrangement 
around carbon?

a . squai’e
b. triangular
c. .rectangular 
yl. to trahedi’a.L

Carbo.xylic acids are classified as acids because they:

a. give up elections to other atoms. 
b_. donate hydrogen atoms to other atoms.
c. are caustic.
d. accept hydrogen atoms l’roin other atoms.
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18 . .l.n the t'o .LI. owl ii{? iic.Ld-ba.se reaction, identify the 
subs l.iiices I.ha t- are acting as acids:

CI[.5CII;,N|[.j+ + J1L,0 = Cll-jCH'jNll;) + If-j0 +
1. I.L .1.11 IV

a. Substances I iiiul 1.1.
I). Subs t a nee I V
ĉ . Subs Lances 1 and I V
d. Subs Lances .1.1. and .1.1.1.

1 9. Cai’bonic acid is considered to be a weak inorganic
acid. The strength ol organic acids is best described as;

a. very strong;
b. strong 
c_. weak
(I. very weak

2 0 . lor the oxida Lion-reduc tion reaction:
0n

Clb)Cll;>Cil + H ;>0 + 2 Cu + 2 = CH^CHcCOOIl + 2H+ + 2Cu+ , 
wliii t is being1; oxidized in the forward reaction?

O
n

a_. CH.jCI[;iCJl
b. ClbjClb>COOH
c . Cu +
d. Cu+ ^

21. For the reaction shown in question 20, what is the 
oxidizing; agent?

0n
a. ClbjClloCH
b. Oil CH.,00011
e . 0u +
iU  Cu + ~

22. Which ol' the lot.I.owing1; is an example ol a material 
being; "added across a doub.l e bond"?

II 11
II ^11 I I

a. vc=cs + IICI. -> H-C-C-II 
11^ II \ \

II 0 1
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b. CU^GH.j + UG1 CH/jCHgCl
c. Clt^CJIj + lb,0 -* Cll^CIl^Ott
d. II It It II

\  /  s  /C=G + lh,0 -► g =c
x  s  •- / xII II II OH

2'S. Which of the to I. Lowing- Is not a valid exp.I.ana l ion lor1
t.lit' unrenc t.i.v.L l.y of al.kaues?

a. Tlie bunds In a.Lkanos ate non-polar.
b. The valoncu shells In a .Lkan.es are .filletI.
c. Garbon Is prosont In alkalies.
d. There are no charges pi-esont on alkanes.

. Alcohols can bo oxidized to aldehydes by means of an 
ox Ltl i /. Ing agent such as potassium dichroma to .
 Cll̂ Cll.,011 +  Cr,,!) ''' +  H+  *  GH^CHO +  Cr+j +  il.,0
The rcactioJi can be balanced by using the following 
ha 1.1' reactions:

Reduction: Cr.,0^ + 1̂1 H + + 6 e — * 2 Cr+^ + 7 H rj0

Oxida tioJi: Gtl̂ GII.,011 — » CH,}G110 + 2Il+ + 2 e"

When the reaction is balanced, the coefficient in front 
GII.,011 is:of Gil

a . 1
b. * )
c . I
d.

23. Which of the following is not a characteristic of alpha 
particles?

a. very penetirating
b. same as helium nucleus
c. have a mass of ̂1 units
d . easily stopped by air molecules

26. Which statement below is not true of gamma rays:

a. very penetrating
b. ]iure electromagnetic energy
c. have ability to destroy tissue
cJ. same as. fast moving eJ.ectron
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Carbon- Wl, which has an atomic number' of 6, is neirtrorx 
rich. It decoys by beta decay to yield:

a. Carbon-12 
_b. Nitrogen- 1̂1
c. Carbon-13
d . N i t ro gen- 13
A neutron-rich x’adioactive element will disintegrate 
in such a way that results in the formation of an 
element whose:

ri. atomic number is increased by one, but whose mass 
number- is unchanged.

b. mass number' is decreased by one but whose atomic 
number' .is unchanged.

c. atomic number’ is decreased by one but whose mass 
number' is unchanged.

d. mass number is increased by one but wiiose atomic 
number is unchanged.

When a nucleus urrdergoes K capture which of the following 
changes takes place?

a_. atomic number decreases by one.
b. mass number and atomic number decrease by one.
c. atomic number increases by one.
d. atomic number and mass number increase by one.

Nuclei which have an atomic number greater than 83 
disintegrate by:

a. K capture
b. beta decay
jc. emission of alpha particles
d . emission of protons x

Choose tlie best statement about radioactivity:

a. Radioactivity can occur in all nuclei no matter 
what their composition is. 

lr. In a sense, radioactivity is a tendency to achieve 
a neutron to pi’oton ratio which is on "the line of 
nuclear stability."

c. Radioactivity is a tendency to achieve a nuclear 
arrangement in which the number of protons and 
number of neutrons is equal.

d. Radioactivity occurs in all nuclei having an atomic 
number less than 83.
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[12. Choose the correct statement about the danger ol’ gamma 

rays to living; tissues:

a. Ganuna rays are not dangerous because they have no • 
mas s.

I). Gamma rays are very dangerous because they can
knock e 1 eo trons oul oi' Llieli' orbitals,

e. Gamma rays ax'e dari(;i;rous because they have a relatively
large mass and hit'll velocity which allows them to
destroy tissue on Impact,

d. When compared to alpha and beta particles, gamma 
rays are only slightly dangerous,

Part 2

33. Use the equation oi state to calculate the pressure
exerted by 1 mole of NH^ at 27nC in a volume of 
liter’s. It = 0.0820 atmospheres • liters

moles•degrees

a. 0.57 atm.
b. 5 .00 atm.

6.15 atm.
d. 22. l\ atm.

i'l. Calculate the number of moles of a gas present in a 3
liter container which exerts a pressure of 5 .atmospheres 
at 77^0.

a_. O .52 mo 1 e s
b. 1.56 moles
c. 15*00 moles
d. 2.37 moles

35* Use the information in question rjh to calculate the
approximate molecular weight of this gas. You also 
have the additional information that the gas sample 
weigiis 13 .5 grams .

f'l • MW = 26
b. MW = 1.0
c . MW = '>
d. MW = 55

db. Arrange this group of gases according to the rate at 
which they diffuse. The slowest gas should be first 
and tile fastest gas last.
(11.. MW=2, NIL MW=I7, HC1 MW=36.5, 0,. MW=3<0
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a • NH.,, 11G.I.

b . NH.,, h g  i., Nil.,, 11.,

C . M C I , Nil , 11.,, 0.,

ii* M C I , o.,, NH,,, 11.,

Nnmo tliis compound by t.lie
Gli O H  
1 ^ 1

G H 3 -CIl-CH^-CII-CH,,

■ i . 5-me thyi - 3-heptanol
Ii* r)-me 111 y 1- 3 - hexanol

2-me l.liy.l.-3-hexanono
d. .'.’-me 1.11 y 1-3-hexana.L

Name* by L11 e 1 UPAC naminc;3's -

?H3
0 11 -  C I f ,, -  C H -  C11- C11- C H -  CO 0 11j *  ̂ | ^

c,b
£i. 3 , ̂ -dimethyiheptanoic acid
b. ‘'l , 5-dime thylheptanoic acid 
c . 3 »̂ I-dime thyihep tanone
d . P, 2-dimethyiheptanone

39* Name this compound by the 1UPAG naming system:
0n

G1LCII., — Gil—GH,, — G — IIj
CH,,-CH

a_. 3-c tliy.Lpen tano.i.o ac.i.d
b . 3 - e  tl ly.Lpentana I
c . 3 » 3-‘liuthyipentana.l
d . 3-,ne thyihoxanono

hO. What is the common name oi this compound?
0ii

C II^-C -CH .jC II^

a. propionic acid
b. 2-oxybutano 

methyl ethyl ketone
d. 2-bu tanone
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^1. WJiat is the common name of this compound?

0t!
1I-C-I1

a . acetone
b. dihydrogen ca.ebo.xide
c. fox’ina I dohyde
d . ace t.i e acid

• 1.2. identify the type of this reaction:
(J
it

CH CH.)C1I.)-0H + CH, -CH.,-COOII  ► H.,0 + Cll -CH -C-O-CH -CIÎ -CII

a. condonsa tion
b. condensation polymerization
c. hydrolysis
<1. addition polymerization

•\'J. identify tile type of this reaction:
OIt

CH.j-C-O-CH.j-CH.j + H.,0 ---» CH.^CH^-OH + CH^-COOH

a. condensation
b. condensation polymerization 
o_. Iiydro Lysis
d. addition polyinei’i/ation

Vl. The term monomer refers to:

a_. the repeating subunits which make up a polymer.
b. molecules composed of only one atom,
c. the parent compound of a large organic molecule

upon which the name of the compound is derived.
d. functional, groups composed of only one atom.

!lr). When an ester (RCOOK) is split by water to yield an
alcohol and an acid, the type of reaction is called:

a. addition
b. condensation
c. elimination 
(J. hydrolysis

Ab. The term half-life refers to:

a. half the time needed for a radioactive sample to 
disintegrate.

_b. the time needed for half the weight of a radioactive 
sample to disintegrate.
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c. hal±' ol" the time needed for half of the weight of 
a radioactive sample to disintegrate.

d. half the time needed for a radioactive sample to 
disintegrate divided by two.

37. The half-life of a certain radioactive material is 2 
years. Of 8 grams of a sample of this radioactive 
material which existed 10 years ago, how much is still 
radioactive today?

ii* l/3 ■;ram
L). I /2 yram
e . () yrams
d . •'I yraius

•'18,

Amount of 
Radioac tive 
Materia.I. 
(Grams)

8

6

o
2010 155

Time (Years)

•Il).

What is the half--life of the radio
dee ay Is shown on the graph above ?

r 1. • 3 year s
ii* 10 year s
e . 13 your s
d . 10 year s

Choose tlie nude; ii' reaction which
the cons orvatIon 0 f ma s s .

a . +/ 21,0,1 ■-----* X  + 8o 17

b . ..He'' ■---- > r 12 
6 +

1
on

c . ,llo'' - ?N I J + 1
on

d. bG '~ + Jle^ --- > 7n ,;| + 1
on
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30. The term nucleon refers to:

a.. neutrons and protons in a nucleus.
b. subatomic particles in the nucieus other than

pro Ions and neutrons.
c. subatomic particles outside the nucieus.
d. the helium nucleus.

Section U - Units I. - V11 

Part I
1. The total number ol protons and neutrons in an atom 

Is equivalent to its:

a . atomic number
b. atomic weight
jc. mass number
d. molecular wei/yl) t

2. The number’ of electrons that can be present in the 
second p.rinoip l.e onerp;y Level of an atom is:

a.
b. b
e_. 8
d. 18

3. An atom has six electrons, six protons arid six neutrons. 
Its mass number is:

a . b
b. 12
c . 18
d. 32

•I. An atom which has Lost three electrons lias a charge of:

a. -1
11. +1
e. O
d. The eliarpo cannot bo determined from this information.

3. The nucleus of an atom-having atomic number 7 and mass
number b'l contains:

a. 7 electrons and 7 protons
b. Wl protons and 7 neutrons
c. Wl neutrons
cl. 7 protons and 7 neutrons
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Tin? Lotai number oJ' protons ;i.n an atom is equivalent 
to its:

a_. atomic' number
b. atomic weight
c. muss numbur
cl. molecular weight

Tlie Group 11A elements leave how many electrons in their 
o u t e r s 11 e .1.1 ?

11 •
Jj.

.1. ‘ )
c . 6
d. It varies for each element in this

Elements in the third period oi' the periodic table have 
how many electi’ons in theii' outer shell?

a .
l>. 3
c. 5
d_. it varies l'or eacli element in this pei’iod.

Which statement best expresses the relationship 
between atomic structure and pex'iodically recurring 
proper ties ?

a. Elements which have the same number oi electrons
in their iirst and second shells have similar properties.

b. Elements which have the same number oi electrons
in their iirst shell only, have similar properties.

c.- Elements which have similar atomic structure have
simi l.ar properties.

d. There is no relationship,

As one proceeds J’rom left to right in a period of the 
periodic tab Le:

a. each atom lias one more neutron than the atom 
preceding it.

b. the a toms become more highly charged.
o. the properties of these elements arc very similar.
d_. every atom lias one more electron and one more proton

than the atom preceding it.

An element with atomic number 20 is in:

a. period 2
b. period 3
£. period ̂l
d. period 5
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1.3. Tin; elements having the highest ionization enei'gy are 

found:

a. in the fix's t group oi‘ the periodic table.
I). in tlie foux’th pex'iod of the periodic table,
c. oji the left side of the periodic table.
d_. on the rlf;liL side of the periodic table.

13. Lithium has one valence electron and chlorine has seven 
valence electrons. Which of these compounds would be 
most likely to form?

a. LiCl
b. L i C U  
c • I .iCl- 
d • I jA.'jO i

l'l. In a cova.I.ent bond:

a. there is an attraction between oppositely charged 
i o n s .

Jj . a pair of electrons is shared by two atoms.
c. electrons are not attached to any atoms but are 

moving freely among all the atoms.
d. protons are lost from one atom and gained by 

another.

15- A negative ion is formed when:

a. electrons are removed from a neutral atom.
Jj . electrons are added to a neutral atom.
c. a covalent bond joins two atoms.
d. a molecule is formed.

16. When a molecule forms:

a_. the molecule lias a lower energy value than the atoms 
which make it up.

b. the molecule has a higher energy value than the 
atoms which make it up.

o. the molecule has the same enex’gy value as the atoms 
which make it up.

d. This cannot bo determined. It varies for each 
mo teeule.

17* If you mix 85 grams of AgNO^ (MW=170) with grams
of KoCrO/j (MW=19^I«()) how many grams of A g 2 Cr O ^ will be
f ox’mod?

a. 1 7 9 grams
ii* 83 grams
. 166 grams

d . 333 grams
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IS. Magnesium ('.ih.'J grainy /mole) is oxidized completely by 

oxygen according to tlie equation 2Mg + Oa — * 2MgO. II' 
you start with 2^1.3 grams oi Magnesium and all the 
oxygen that you need, how many grains of MgO will be 
formed?

a. ;i2.3 
b . 80.0
c . '(0.3
d . 2/». 3

10. in Llie reaction 2Fe + 30uS0;( = Fe^»(S0/j)'j + 3 C u , tlie 
mn lerla.l. that Is oxidized is:

;a. Fe 
1). CuSO;(
e. Cu
(I. Fe ;> ( SO/| ) •)

20. The oxiil.i.z.i n;; agent in the l'eaction shown in //1 y above is:
a . Fe
b. Fe + -5
0 • Cu
d. Cu+:~

21. Raising- the temperature of a reacting system increases
the rate of l'eaction, but does not increase the:

ii. activation energy
L>. number of collisions of molecules.
c. number of reacting molecules with enei’gy greater 

(han the activation energy.
d. speed of the reacting molecules.

2 2 . in a chemical reaction, equilibrium is established when:

a. 110 reaction is occurring.
there is 110 net change in the concentration of 
reactants and products.

r.. the concentration of reactants and products is 
eq u a l .

d. the rate of formation of products is twice the rate 
of formation of reactants.

23. increasing' the concentration of reactants in a reaction
mixture lias what effect on the rate of that reaction?

a. It decreases the rate of the reaction because the
larger number of molecules make things proceed more 
slowly.
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jj. It increases the rate because there is a greater 

chance of molecules colliding and reacting.
c. It lias no effect because the rate of a reaction 

is always constant.
d. It has 110 effect because only temperature changes 

can affect reaction rate.

Which of the following is an example of a steady state 
si tun tion 7

a_. Wa tor is running- into a sink at the same rate that 
the water is leaving; through a drain. The level 
of the water remains constant.

b. A drop of water is in an air-filled balloon.
Molecules of water are entering and leaving the
liquid phase at the same rate.

e. A chemical reaction is occurring in the forward
and reverse directions at the same rate.

d. One book is placed on top of another book which
is on a flat surface.

How many grams of H2S0/^ (MW=98) are there in 5^0 ml of 
a '3M aqueous solution?

a. I3 OO grams.
Jj. 1*17 grams
c. 'lyl l ("grams
d. none of these

A solution in which the dissolved solute exists in a 
state of equi l.ibrium with the undissolved solute is 
said to b e :

a. dilute
b. concentrated
c_. saturated
d. supex- sa tura Led

A colloid which contains a liquid dispersed throughout 
another liquid is called:

a_. an emulsion
b. a gel
c. a sol
d . an aerosol

Substances that dissolve in water to give solutions that 
conduct oLecti’icity are called:

a . solutes
]j. electrolytes
c. conductors
d. ions
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. Tim statement which best describes the relationship 

be tween the strength oi' an acid and the si/e of the 
dissociation constant is:

a. The smaller LJio dissociation constant, the stronger 
the at;id .

I). The tarpon tlie dissociation constant, the stronger 
tin.' acitI.

c. Tlie.ro is no relationship between acid strength and 
dissociation constant because acids do not 
dissociate.

d. There Is no relationship between acitl strenpth and 
dissociation constant because dissociation constants 
are not used to describe the dissociation oi' an acid.

30. For the dissociation ClbjCOOH = GlbjCOOO- + 1I+ , what is 
the el'l ee I, oi' adding more GlbjCOO- ions?

a_. The concentration of GH^COOll /;oiiS up and the concen
tre L i on of 1I+ goes down.

b. The concentration of ClIjGOOil g oes down and the con
centration oi' H + i^oes up.

c. The concentration of both 11+ and GH^COOH go up.
d. This has no effect on the concentration of any oi' 

the materials. They must stay constant.

i I . Water is a very weak electrolyte. Which of these
statements is NOT true about this weak electrolyte?

a. both hydronlum and hydroxyl ions are always present 
in water,

b. Water can act as either an acid or a base.
ĉ. Water is an excellent conductor of electricity,
d. In pure water"

if. When HGl is added to pure water which of tlie following 
is true?

a. The concentration of J1+ goes up but the concentration 
of Oil- stays the same.

b. The concentration of 11+ stays constant but tlie 
concentration of OJ[“ decreases.

c_. The concentration oi' II+ goes up and the concentration 
of Oil- poos down, 

tl. The concentration of both of these ions always
stays constant.

F a r t  :*

3 3 . A spherical orbital which contains two electrons is 
a/an ______  orbital.
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The orbital o.l.ec1roil configuration o.L‘ carbon (atomic 
iminbur (>) is correctly rcprescjited as:
a. (?) © © O O
b . © O O o
a. © © © © © o
.1. ©1 s ©s ©:’l’x ©;’i’y © ©3 s
There is a kind o.l' orbital which is shaped .Like a 
(hiiuhell. There are throe oi these orbitals which are 
oquivaJ out in e n e r g y . Mow many electrons can each oT 
llii.s kind ol orbital bold?

a.
b. 3
c. h

H. b

Period ,1 ol the periodic table is the same as:

a. Group 11
b. the very short scries
<0 . the l'irst short series
d. the second shorL series

How many cluster’s ol orbitals having approximately the
saint' energy are there Tor argon having atomic number 
18, and how many orbitals are there in each cluster?

a. One <: Luster with nine orbitals.
b. Three clusters with 2 , 8, and 8 orbitals in tlie 

three clusters.
c. Two clusters with (J orbitals in each cluster.
d. Three clusters with 1, 1̂ and ̂1 orbitals in tlie

three clusters.

took at the following electron configurations and tell 
which elements have similar1 properties.
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a. I am] 2
b . L , 2 , and '3
c_. 2 and -'l
d. 2 , 'j, and

'39* (liven tlial. the electronegativity value o±' Li is 1.0, 
G.l. is 3.0, J! is 2.1 and F is ^.O, tell which ol' the 
following; L;i.s(.s ol’ compounds is urraiiged in order ol' 
iiici'L'iisinj’; ]>o Larity.

a. I,ill, 111-', Li G.l., hil-'
I). hil-', MG.I , ILL-', hill
e. hill, hid-', M C I ,  HF
d. HF, M C I ,  hill, h;LF

•1 0. A compound Forms between atoms of an element having '} 
bonding orbitals which are p orbitals, and atoms of an 
element having; 1 bonding s orbital. The shape of the 
compound most closely .resembles:

a. a straight line
b. tt triangle
c_. a pyramid
d . a square

Vl . Electronegativity is:

< 1 • a measure of the tendency of an atom to 
shared pair of electrons Lo itself.

at tract

b. the energ'y required to remove an electron from 
a t o m .

c . a measure of the tendency of an atom to 
neutral.

become

d . the energy required to form a molecule.

The oxidation number of chromium in K^Cr^O^, is :

a . + 5
b. -3
c . + 6
d. + 2

h'). The equation  MnOo +  NaCi +  H 2 SO/,—♦   MnS0/+ +
 NaHSO/, +  ll20 +‘~ C.L2

can be balanced by the technique of using oxidation 
numbers. When the equation is balanced, the coefficient 
In front of Up SO/, is:

a. I 
1..
J£. 3
d. h
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In t he oxldaLion-reduetion reliction KOH + GLo — ► KClOq + 
KOI + il-jO, wJiich of the atoms take part in either an 
oxidation or a reduction?

a. K, 0, G.L and 11
1). K, 0, and Ci
e. K and G.l.
ok Gl

Tlie equi I i brlum constant Lor a reaction is aiiected by a: 

a_. change in temperature.
b. elian,1 >;<; .i.n the cone nitration oi reactants,
e . ea Laly s t.
d. change -i.n the concontration oi products.

Kor the rear. Lion Oil-) + (.)•,> = 2IIoO , the rate oi’ the reaction
.In the forward direction is equal to:

a. k[llJ[oJ

b . [ i . , o ]  ;V  [ n j l  '  [o J ]

11- k

d. [up]

J.i Ag+ ions and 1 ions are added to water, a precipitate
o.1’ Agl will form when:

a . [Ail] [l"J /  M  - K0q
is .Less than ^Sp

c. [a B+] [ I "] is greater than

d. [A«ll = Kcq

500 m.L oi’ a L0“7 M solution of AgCl is added to 500 ml
of a 10“ ( M so l ution of Cul. Which of tiie following
is true?

_  ry
a. A prec i.pi tale of GuCL0 will form. (K =3.2 x 10 )

— J 7b,. A precipitate of Agl will form. (K =1.0 x .10 )

e. No p rec ipl ta L e will form.
d. both GuG.L,, and Ag.L will precipitate,
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•'iy. Tiio pH ol ;i 0.0001 M ;tquuuus HC1 solution is:

a . o . o o o t
b. L
c. LO- ' ’1

il- '•
30. Wlm t i s I,ho hy drof.o 11 ion concentru Lion ;it equilibrium

ol one 111.or ol u solution which is made with water arid 
I mole of acetic acid? Ka lor acetic acid equals 1 .8 
\ 10-3. (CIl-jCOOJl = Cll.jCOO" + Ii+ )

a. (>.() x tO M 
Ih. -I. '-’3 \  IO_ iM 

c . I.H x I()~^M
d .  ’ S . h  x l . o - 5 M
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APPENDIX E

•TESTS OE ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING ANALYSIS 
01'' VAR IANGE AND COVARIANCE

1 h 'J
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TABLE XXI

TEST BON HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF INITIAL
DATA FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Vai’lab I e F (^,38) max' '

SCAT Verbal 1.538

SCAT Quantitative O00•

Fii’st Somes ter GPA \Jrj6

Chemistry Pretest 1.353
Attitude Pretest 1.111

Critical Rerion: F (2, 18) ^1.97max' 05
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TA 13LE XXII

TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT
TEST SCORES FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Variah l.o F (2,38) max v ’ '

AC11 Tost I - Part 1 1 . 2̂ 12

AC 11 Tost .L - Part 2 1.109

AC 11 Tost II - Part 1 1 .987*

AC 11 Tost .11 - Part 2 2. 129*

FineL Exam

Section A - Part 1 1 .523
Section A - Pai’t 2 1 . 301

Section 13 - Part 1 1 . 307
Section 13 - Part 2 1.7^3

Critical Region: F (2,38) 7 1.97mux v 7' '.05

*Hc terofvenoous Variance
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TABLE XXIII

TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE
DATA FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Var i.ah 1 0 F (2,38) max' ’ '

Attitude' I’re Lest 1.111

Attitude' PosLlesL 1 • 199
Film Attendance 2.293*
Weekly Stuily Time 1 .211

Critical Rojjion: F ^ ^ ( 2 , 38) ̂ > 1 . 97
*1 It' tui’o^oiieous Vax’irincu
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TAI.iLE XXIV

TESTS OF ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE 
FOR CHEMISTRY PRETEST FOR MEDICAL 

AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Ilypo theises

11 : b0 w = O H i  b. 0 1 = 6 ;j

VaiTabI 0 F (  1 , 60 ) P *'( 1 , 5 9 ) P

AC 11 Ti-sL 1 - Pari 1 3 . 8 9 0 > 0 . 0 3 0 . 5 1 7 > 0 . 0 5

AC 11 T ins 1, I - Pari .1 1 ( j . 0 2 6 <  0 . 0 3 0 . 0 6 8 > 0 . 0 5

A C 1I Tens I  IJ .  -  Pari 1 7 . 6 8 3 <  0 . 0 3 3 . 16*i > 0 . 0 5

AC 11 Tos I II - Part .1 8 . 7 0 6 <  0 . 0 3 0 . 8*1*1 > 0 . 0 5

Final Exam

Section A - Part 1 3 . 205 < 0 . 0 3 1. 78*1 * 0.05
Section A - Part 2 8 . 801 < 0 . 0 3 0 . 9 2 1 > 0 . 0 5

Section U - Fart 1 3.767 > 0 . 0 3 1. 5 0 2 > 0 . 0 5

Sec lion B - Part 2 9 . 60 6 <  0 . 0 3 2 . 0 6 1 > 0 . 0 5

11 : L> = O C.i’.i. t.i.ea I Rer.i.on: F(1,6o ) >*1.00o w l* v ’ 7.05
II : U = L., Critical Rcplon: !•'( 1 . 3^ ^*1.00i) 1 2 ' ' . (j5

P < O.  0 3  R e j e c t  I.In* n u l l  "  u s  i.s

P > 0.03  Fall to reject the nul.1. liypothuHXH
B0A
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TABLE XXV

TESTS OF ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
FOR SCAT VERBAL 

AND SURGICAL
FOR MEDICAL 
GROUPS

Hypo the ses

Vax’lah l.o
H : h

0
F( 1 ,6 0 )

= 0w
P

11 : b
0 1
1,59)

= b2 
P

A C 11 Test, L - Pari 1 O. *<06 > 0.05 - -

AC 11 TosL J. - Pari 2 I • 958 > 0.05 - -

ACH Test 11 - Part 1 3.220 > 0.05 - -

ACH Test II - Part 2 2 .391 > 0.05 - -

Filial Exam

Section A - Part 1 2.365 > 0.05 - -

Section A - Part 2 *l.*l23 < 0.05 9.0*17 < 0.05

Section B - Pai't 1 0.218 > 0.05 - -

Section 11 - Part 2 2.56'j > 0.05 - -

II : I) = O Critical Uo/'.lon: F( l,6o) .._>*l.00o w ' . 0 5
U : I). = I),. Critical Rep.ion: F(1.59) nr > ̂ 1.00o I .J ' . 05

p< O.O3 Reject (lie null hypothesis 

p > 0.05 Fail to reject the nul l, hypothesis
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TABLE XXVI

TESTS OF ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE 
FOR SCAT QUANTITATIVE FOR 
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL GROUPS

Hypo theses
II : 1)0 = Ow II : lj,O 1 = b2

Vn iTa 1) l.o F ( 1 ,(>0 ) P i'( 1 ,59) P

AC II To si. L - Part 1 0.092 > 0.03 - -

ACJ1 Test 1 - Part 2 2.499 > 0.05 - -

ACJI Teal, II - Part 1 2.955 > 0.05 - -

ACH To si: .11 - Par t 2 4 .083 < 0.05 1 .oi» 3 > 0.03

Final. Exam

Section A - Part 1 0.236 > 0.03 - -

Section A - Part 2 4.215 < 0.03 3.219 > 0.05

Section D - Part 1 I .937 > 0.03 - -

Section B - Part 2 9. 178 < 0.03 0.623 > 0.05

11 : h = 0 0 w Critical Rep;ion: F U , 6°).o5 > 4.00

H : L> , = b,, 0 1 2 Critica 1. Region: F 0 . 5 9 ).05 > 4.00

p ^ O .05 Reject the null hypothesis

p > O .05 Fail to reject the null hypothesis
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TAIJLE XXVII

TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY Ol1' VAHJANCE OF INITIAL 
DATA EOK TREATMENT AND CONTROL GROUPS

Varia Die F (2,32) maxv '

SCAT Verbal 1 . 189

SCAT Quantitative I . 30

First Semes tei’ GPA 1 . 262

Cliemls try Pretest 1 . f|1 fl

Attitude Pretest 2 .h90*

Critical Region: F (2 ,32) __^2.0^max v /.05
*lleterogeneous Variance
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TABLE XXVIII

TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
SCORES OF TREATMENT AND CONTROL GROUPS

Variable F,Nax(2>32)

ACII Test 1 - Pa rt 1 1 • 1 35
ACH Tost I - I’arl, 2 1 . 28 1

ACII Tost I.L - Pai’t 1 1. 3*5
ACH Tost 11 - Part ,2 1 .906
Final Exam

Section A - Part 1 1 . 292

Section A - Part 2 1 .066

Section D - Part 1 1.110

Sec t.i.011 D - Part 2 1.223

Critical. Kof.ioii: F (.2,52) 2.0̂ 1max ' ’ ‘ .05
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TABLE XXIX

TEST F011 HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF ATTITUDE DATA 
FOR TREATMENT AND CONTROL GROUPS

Variable F (2,32) max' ’ '

Attitude Pretest 2.^90*

Attitude Posttest 1 . 1*48

Film Attendance l .035
Weekly Study Time l.l 7^

Gritlout Ho/don: F (max' a,aO.0 5 > 2 .o'i

x lie to rofveneous Variance
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TABLE XXX

CORRELATIONS OF ALL DEPENDENT VARIABLES

ACH
1-1

ACH
1-2

ACH 
II-1

ACH
II-2

FINAL 
A- 1

FINAL
A-2

FINAL
B-1

FINAL
B-2

ACH
Tot.

ATTITUDE
POSTTEST

FILMS

ACH 1-2 .649
ACH II-1 .683 • 577

ACH II-2 .445 .492 .635
FINAL A-1 .651 . 566 .745 . 626

FINAL A-2 .448 . 384 .610 .540 .505
FINAL B-1 .440 .287 .509 .489 .501 • 398

FINAL B-2 .624 .538 .617 .591 .548 • 530 .620

ACH Total .794 .728 .884 • 754 .845 .721 .699 .795
ATTITUDE
POSTTEST .138 .051 .068 .016 .192 .038 -.022 .013 .086

FILMS .282 .007 . 117 .001 .207 .011 -.017 .049 . 117 .472

STUDY TIME -.014 177 .o4o -.030 -.067 -.034 .118 -.043 -.019 .043 .204
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APPENDIX G

SUMMARY OF DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
FOR CONTROL AND TREATMENT GROUPS
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TABLE XXXI

SUMMARY OF DATA FOR CONTROL GROUP - DEPENDENT VARIABLES

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Ident. 
Number

Attitude
Posttest

Films Study
Time 1-1 1-2 II-1 II-2 A- 1

Final 
A-2

Exam
B-1 B-2 Tota]

2201 4.7 2 4.14 29 10 22 07 20 09 24 07 60
2202 4.7 1 3.00 21 10 09 03 16 03 28 06 53
2203 2.9 0 4.08 31 1 5 28 06 21 17 30 14 82
2204 2.8 0 0.18 30 16 25 10 23 10 26 07 66
2105 3.4 1 2.86 22 13 14 07 13 09 19 06 47
2106 7.1 4 3.18 29 14 18 05 22 08 21 09 60
2107 6.1 0 3.09 17 07 17 05 12 1 1 20 04 47
2208 3.5 1 2.73 30 15 16 07 19 09 22 09 59
2109 3.5 0 2.18 28 13 20 06 19 07 12 06 44
21 10 6.5 4 1.11 29 11 19 05 20 12 23 12 67
221 1 6.5 1 2.52 31 17 22 08 21 13 25 10 69
221 2 7.7 1 1 .42 27 15 21 10 23 11 25 13 72
21 13 5.8 4 2.27 31 16 21 07 25 1 2 22 08 67
2214 3.5 0 1.95 26 14 12 04 09 1 1 17 07 44
2215 8.5 4 2.02 29 16 20 05 19 07 18 06 50
2216 6.5 0 2.52 23 08 16 06 20 06 16 02 44
2217 2.7 3 3.23 31 17 28 12 30 13 25 12 80
2118 5.5 0 1.64 29 13 19 10 19 11 23 08 61
21 19 7.6 0 1 .82 28 15 10 04 21 06 18 10 55
2220 2.7 2 2.41 29 12 16 05 20 12 21 07 60

Cs
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Numb

2221
2222
2223
2124
2125
2226
2227
2228
2129
2230
2231
2132

70
47
43
53
77
69
53
58
71
76
63
61
70

TABLE XXXI (Cont'd.)

Attitude Films Study
Posttest Time 1-1 1-2

7.9 2 3.64 29 14
2.7 1 0.91 23 10
6.1 1 2.94 20 1 2
5.5 5 2.48 27 14
^•7 2 2.09 31 15
6.0 0 2.41 29 18
7.1 1 1.68 28 16
2.8 0 0.00 26 12
8.6 4 2.32 32 16
7.7 1 1.68 30 15
7.7 1 1.20 29 09
7.8 4 2.55 28 15
7.8 3 3.20 28 12

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Final Exam

:i-i II-2 A- 1 A-2 B-1

20 07 21 12 26
15 04 14 1 1 15
i4 05 15 07 13
17 03 19 1 1 16
25 06 23 15 27
24 05 24 12 26
17 05 18 09 18
20 06 22 10 19
26 06 25 12 24
26 06 24 13 27
17 06 23 06 25
17 08 22 14 18
22 10 25 14 22
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1 1 3b
1135
1236
1137
1138
1239
1240
1241
1 142
1243
1244
1245
1146
1147
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252

53
57
48
65
79
79
56
82
65
56
77
79
48
65
65
59
70
86
76

TABLE XXXII
SUMMARY OF DATA FOR TREATMENT GROUP - DEPENDENT VARIABLES

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Attitude Films Study Final Exam
Posttest Time 1-1 1-2 II-1 II-2 A-1 A-2 B-1 B-2

8.1 0 2.64 25 1 1 20 02 21 20 18 04
2.8 0 3.00 22 05 1 1 04 17 07 25 08
7.7 2 1.64 23 10 08 04 17 09 16 06
3.6 0 4.07 27 12 20 07 19 1 1 25 10
4.2 0 1.18 32 17 27 08 26 16 25 1 2
7.7 1 2.50 31 16 28 08 27 14 25 13
7.7 3 3.50 31 15 23 07 19 11 16 10
2.9 0 1.94 30 15 25 10 26 17 26 13
7.9 1 1.64 28 1 2 18 07 17 11 26 1 1
7.7 4 3.18 30 08 20 04 18 06 23 09
6.1 0 1.32 29 16 23 1 1 26 12 27 12
7.1 2 3.27 29 13 23 08 31 13 26 09
6.0 4 1.27 23 10 18 05 20 07 14 07
7.7 4 3.23 27 13 23 07 22 13 23 07
2.9 1 2.56 28 15 20 08 20 1 1 25 09
8.3 2 0.82 31 18 18 08 17 1 1 22 09
8.8 3 0.55 31 15 25 06 27 1 1 22 10
5.8 0 2.46 31 17 28 13 27 15 29 15
6.5 1 1.18 31 18 26 07 26 14 26 10
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Iden
Numb i

11 53
1154
1255
1 2 5 6
1257
1 1 5 8
1159
1 2 6 0
1261
1262
1 2 6 3

tal

47
56
5 8
69
64
58
6 2
5 8
96
55
49

TABLE XXXII (Cont'd.)

Attitude Films Study
Posttest Time 1-1 1-2

3.4 0 2.73 27 10
7.7 0 1.77 23 14
6.1 3 3.59 28 10
5.8 3 1.32 28 13
7.6 3 2.48 31 15
8.6 4 5.10 28 10
3.1 0 3.18 32 17
2.7 0 1.50 22 13
7.7 3 2.68 31 18
8. 1 3 2.68 22 12
2.8 0 1.5^ 24 13

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

:i-i 11-2 A- 1
Final
A-2

Exam
B-1 B-2

17 o4 13 06 18 10
18 05 17 13 18 08
15 o4 19 06 25 08
19 07 24 1 1 25 09
12 04 19 14 22 09
21 06 18 09 25 06
23 06 25 10 18 09
13 03 16 08 26 08
30 16 31 16 32 17
11 06 19 14 18 o4
13 05 15 09 19 06
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1 6 0

TAJ)I/JO XXXXI.I.
SUMMARY Ol*' DATA FOR OONTROI/ GROUP - 

I NlIMPENDENT VAR.I ADI ,ES

Lden t . 
Number

A 1 t;L l.mle 
1’ re test

SCAT' 
Quan L.

SCAT
Verbal

Clieinis try 
I’i’e test

Firs t Sumestur 
Grade Point Ave.

220 1 3.3 36 32 39 2.16
2 20 3 • 2 20 26 h I I .78
2203 7.1 /|/| V j 56 3. G>\
220/1 2.8 ;<3 /|2 53 2.63
7 105 0 . 1 33 98 65 2jl6
7 106 8.5 76 82 '18 2. h h
7 107 S. 7 38 >IO 35 1 .86
7 70S 7.7 73 33 '<9 9.13
7 100 7. 8 29 80 33 I . 9 1
7 1 10 7.0 33 36 hG 2.88
77 1 1 5-3 /10 /| 1 hG 2.91
77 17 8. 1 39 32 5 1 2.88
7 1 1 1 7.0 33 29 ;<5 2.00
77 1'1 7.0 h O h 1 52 2.03
77 if, 8.7 38 99 51 2.88
77 10 (). 8 29 38 h o 1 . 38
77 17 X. 7 3̂ 1 1̂3 /41 3.66
7 1 1S 6.8 /|0 9/1 39 2.63
7 1 10 7.0 / | / j h2 2.06
7770 6. 3 33 35 hi 3.00
7 77 1 6.8 /|2 31 61 2. 3*jOOOO 8 Jl 39 /| 2 h9 1.81
777 7 5»5 /13 37 hG 2.0̂ 4
7 1 7'l 6.0 33 37 h2 2 J43
7 1 73 7.7 39 39 h'J 3*78

6. I 33 /■i 1 5 k 3. 18
7777 7.H h 2 ;<5 53 1.8̂ 1
777S 7. 3 /) I /11 32 2. 6Z|
7 1 70 *7.5 32 88 ho 9.25
7 7 70 8. .’l /|6 .36 50 2.17
777 1 7.8 38 89 h 1 2.03
7 1 77 5-8 / |0 38 hi 2.91
7 1 77 7.9 3 1 36 38 2.75
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'PAUL 1C XXXLV

SUMMARY OL1' DATA KOR TREATMENT GROUP - 
INDEPENDENT VARXADLES

1 tlt'ii 1 . A (. 11 Ltulf SCAT SCAT Chon j.y Lry Kirs L Suniesl-ur
NuiiibiM' P I'd ( i;s I. Qiinnl.. Viii’Unl Pro I,os I. (Ij'itilu Point, Avo.

1 Vi 7.0 .-0 37 32 2.06
i ;r> s. 7 38 39 30 1.91
::;)(} 7 . K 2*3 37 3 1 1.81
i XT 7 • 7 3 1 36 3 2 2 . 56
i 78 (-.7 30 30 5 7 3 . 86
230 7 . 7 33 36 3 7 3 . 16
23 o 7 . 8 33 35 3 7 2 . 3 7
23 1 7 . 7 38 32 3 7 2 . 7 8
i 3 :i 7.8 38 36 50 2. 28
:Vn 7 - 6 30 3 I 38 1 . 9 3
•ji i3 3. H 39 3 2 5 2 3 . 2 5
Vi.--, 7 . 0 35 32 5 6 3 . 3 8
i V) (). 0 33 3 I 51 2 . 1 9
i3 7 (). 1 33 33 53 2 . 7 5
Vi S 7 . 0 39 35 33 2. 13
23 o () • 1 38 38 51 2. 33
.750 6 . 7 3 O 33 58 2 . 89
25 1 7 . 0 3 5 3 5 63 3 . 7 8
233 8 . 6 36 3 5 33 3 . 5 0
I3S 6 . 3 3 9 38 3 7 1. 7 9
13 'i 8 . 0 31 31 3 2 2 . 38
•-33 7- 1 •37 3 I 33 ) . 5 3
230 6. 1 33 33 63 2.72
•-37 (». O 39 39 3 o 2 . 8 8
13s 8.6 28 30 39 2. 28
130 3 • 7 39 32 3 6 3.16
200 M 35 38 3 5 2.03
26 1 7 .7 3 3 3 5 57 3 .00
202 8 . 3 38 3 2 3 2 1 . 6 9
;->(>) 7 . 8 37 38 3 6 2 . 23
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